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ABSTRACT
In Belgium only 15% of wheat for human consumption and less than 4% of barley used by national
breweries are grown on Belgian territory. In order to overcome this shortage, farmers and processors joined
hands in the region of Pajottenland, Belgium, to shape a cereal network and reorganise the local food
system. Through the means of participatory action research, we studied the involvement of the farmers in
co-developing the incipient network in such a way that would answer their needs and help them to overcome
the lock-ins they are confronted with. The methodology was structured in three parts: learning from the
past, experimenting in the present and preparing for the future. Therefore, a Farming History of
Pajottenland was co-constructed with key informants, a Farmer Field School was set up and networking
activities were organised. The identified lock-ins are of technical, institutional, economic, social,
psychological and cognitive nature; but in addition numerous interlinkages were observed, laying bare a
cluster of intertwined lock-ins within the dominant industrial food system. Different pathways to overcome
these lock-ins were defined together with the farmers. Some of these were directly put into practice within
the emerging cereal network, such as farmer to farmer collaboration and knowledge exchange, improving
social interactions, re-establishing trust among farmers and processors, strengthening the region’s identity,
and a better remuneration for all stakeholders in the cereal chain. Through our research we have shown the
potential for creating a cereal to the benefit of the participating farmers and we have documented the first
steps in doing so. However, after one year, we notice the vulnerability of the network in its initial phase,
being highly dependent on the commitment of its early participants and its coordinator.

Tell me and I’ll forget
Show me and I’ll remember
Involve me and I’ll understand
Step back and I’ll act
Confucius or Kung Zi
(551 B.C. – 479 B.C.)
adapted by Mette Vaarst

FIG 1: FARMER TIM SHOWING HIS TRADITIONAL WHE AT LANDRACES
IMAGE BY FREDERIC VANWALLEGHEM
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PROLOGUE: TWO SEEDS AS A PROMISE FOR A CEREAL
NETWORK
P O WE R O F A S H AR E D V I S IO N
A P AR AB L E TH A T IS T U R N IN G IN TO R E AL I TY T H R O U GH A GR O E C O L O GY

A couple of seeds falling in the same fertile soil formed the base of what would become a cereal network
in the region of Pajottenland in Flanders, Belgium.
The first seed was brought by a cooperative mill, settled in an old windmill bought in 2016,
renovated and milling again since September 2017. The vision of the cooperative is to reunite different
stakeholders from the cereal and bread chain within one cooperative, with the old windmill at its centre.
Bit by bit, curious neighbours approached the crazy man who had come up with the idea of bringing new
life to the old mill. When things started running, more people came by and offered their hands and brains.
The cooperative started approaching farmers and bakers from the region with the aim of creating a network
of people collaborating closer together. One of them was farmer Tim, passionate about organic agriculture,
peasants’ identity and local production. They contacted him because of his enthusiasm and his far-reaching
network, asking his help to create the network they had in mind.
The second seed emerged from a little brewery not far away, which aims to protect and revalue
traditional brewing techniques from the region. Their main goal is quality, not quantity nor time efficiency.
For ages and ages, the Lambic breweries, brewing traditional naturally fermented beer, were part of the
region’s landscape and economy. Using exclusively local products – barley, wheat, hops and wild yeasts
for fermentation – the breweries were strongly embedded in local culture. However, by the end of the 1960s,
local crop varieties were being replaced by modern, high-yielding varieties, and not much later, the whole
production of barley, wheat and hops had shifted to other countries. Following the objective of reembedding their beer in the local economy, the brewers were confronted with the disappearance of
traditional wheat landraces used in previous years. At the same time, farmer Tim was looking to re-establish
traditional wheat landraces from the region on his fields. He contacted the brewery to find out if they had
any old stocks of cereals, but when they understood his quest, they also proposed to collaborate. As a
consequence, they asked him if he could locate the relevant landraces and if he could find a group of farmers
from the region who would be ready to grow them.
Tim felt the promise these two seeds bore, but he knew he would not have the energy nor the time
to let both of them grow into beautiful plants. Nurturing the idea of letting these two seeds be the basis of
a big seed family, he looked for help in the domain of agroecology. Professor Marjorie and a master student
in agroecology joined the project and formed the core team with farmer Tim. Together they developed the
basis of what would become the cereal network in the region of Pajottenland.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This research is centred around the co-development of an emerging cereal network between farmers
and processors within a given region. One of the network’s objectives is to empower the farmers and to
strengthen their position. Before describing the research questions and the methodology, we will introduce
the different lock-ins farmers are confronted with and how farmers networks can enable them to overcome
these lock-ins.

1.1

AGRICULTURAL PATH DEPENDENCIES AND LOCK-INS
In recent years, actors within the cereal food chain have been disconnected from one another due

to the industrialisation and homogenisation of the farming and food system (Milestad et al., 2010).
Consequently, farmers are growing increasingly isolated, both from each other and from consumers and
processors. The economic squeeze between increasing input costs and fluctuating output prices is so
extreme that farmers are trapped in an economic system that creates high competition and increasing
mistrust among farmers (Fares et al., 2012; Louah et al., 2015; van der Ploeg, 2008). In addition, the
concentration of certain activities, such as storing, milling, malting or retailing prevents many cereal
farmers from collaborating with small scale local processors.
These developments reveal several lock-ins or path dependencies confronted by farmers. Lock-ins
may occur in different domains and have different characteristics, ranging from technological and sociotechnological (Fares et al., 2012; Lamine et al., 2012) to formative, juridical, economic and physical or
biotic (Wigboldus et al., 2016), institutional and research-based (Vanloqueren and Baret, 2008), or
cognitive (Louah et al., 2017). Fares et al. (2012) argue that structure and hierarchy within a sector or food
chain may represent a lock-in in itself if it inhibits the actors in the sector to shift to more sustainable
practices.
Furthermore, a food system drifting apart is counterproductive to trust building among its actors,
because they become strangers to each other (Milestad et al., 2010). In addition, trust among actors within
a food chain is negatively correlated to the amount of rules and regulations the same actors have to comply
with. Wielinga and Vrolijk (2009) state that the development of control mechanisms increases
administrative burden, inhibits creativity and innovation, hinders the adoption of agroecological practices
(van der Ploeg, 2008) and is often perceived by farmers as lacking common sense (Oreszczyn et al., 2010).
It can therefore be seen as an institutional lock-in.
Looking at knowledge transfer, a trend of knowledge privatisation has emerged from the 1970s
onwards. Private companies started controlling knowledge transfer through extension services, becoming
more dominant than state-organised advisory services (Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2008; Rosenfeld, 2017;
Vanloqueren and Baret, 2008; Wielinga and Vrolijk, 2009). This form of private counselling thus induces
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an institutional and technical lock-in as farmers receive lopsided technical information by companies’
salesmen (Meynard et al., 2012).
Due to a strong decrease in number of farmers in Belgium and all over the western world, farmers
tend to get more isolated from each other. This isolation has a severe effect on farmers’ lives, on their social
relationships and on how they behave in society. Some studies even state that social isolation is one of the
driving forces behind farmer suicides, together with financial and administrative pressures (Gregoire, 2002;
Judd et al., 2006).

1.2

FARMERS NETWORKS TO OVERCOME LOCK-INS
Despite these lock-ins caused by path dependencies, multi-actor networks have proven to be

efficient in empowering farmers and regaining independence towards the processing industry and the
fluctuating world market prices (Oerlemans and Assouline, 2004; Pimbert, 2011; Vaarst, 2007; van der
Ploeg, 2008). The Zeeuwse Vlegel, a farmers network in the south of the Netherlands, is growing
sustainable (not organic) and high quality baking wheat, while improving the interactions between
producers and consumers (Wiskerke, 2003). By processing and marketing the wheat themselves,
exchanging knowledge and techniques among farmers and improving contact to consumers, farmers
became independent from industrial wheat processors, retailers and private counselling companies
(Oerlemans and Assouline, 2004). Hence they have been successful in overcoming certain lock-ins. A
second network that reunites the different stakeholders around the cereal and bread chain is the recently
created Li Mestère network in Belgium. Li Mestère is ancient Walloon for meslin, a mixed crop of wheat
and rye. The network focuses on the conservation of wheat landraces and their uses by farmers, millers and
bakers (Li Mestère, 2018). This young network has generated several outcomes: “(1) testing novelties onfarm, (2) creating safe-learning spaces, favouring the involvement of isolated farmers and (3) revealing the
challenges and opportunities of the collaborative management of cultivated diversity” (Baltazar et al.,
2016). However, due to volunteer-based coordination and the distance between stakeholders, members are
confronted with the difficulty of organising regular meetings and setting up a proper governance (personal
communication, 19/03/’18).
Even though both these networks can be considered success stories, Oerlemans and Assouline
(2004) state that social cohesion, shared vision, approach and goals, and dedicated network facilitation are
key to ensure a network’s longevity. Farmers need to feel responsible for the common goals within the
network, they need to be able to negotiate and take collective action (Pimbert, 2011). On the other hand,
Van Dam et al. (2017) note how small the margin often is between flourishment and exhaustion for initiators
and early participants of farmers networks. The survival of these networks often relies too much on the
commitment of their early participants, especially when its governance lies in the hands of a few. It is
therefore important to search for sustainable pathways, ensuring the longevity of a network without asking
too much from its participants. (Braun and Duveskog, 2011)
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Farmers networks have shown to enable agricultural innovations to spread more easily among
farmers (Chantre, 2011; Darré, 1996; Delobel, 2014; Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2008; Meynard et al., 2012).
Geels (2002) adds that the innovation capacity of a group depends highly on its structure, its density and
the way people relate in the group. Under the right conditions, networks indeed have the potential to
improve social learning and increase the social capital of the farmers – the resources a person has through
their social relations (Lefèvre et al., 2014; Mathijs, 2003; Munasib and Jordan, 2011). As a specific case of
farmers networks, Farmer Field Schools (Table 1) have proven highly effective in enhancing knowledge
sharing among farmers and empowering them to take ownership over their problems and solutions (Vaarst,
2007). In the same way, many farmers have expressed their preference towards gaining new insight and
knowledge from their peers rather than from advisory services or consulting companies (Kerkhove, 1993;
Rosenfeld, 2017; van der Ploeg, 2008; Wood et al., 2014). However, in order to do this, farmers must grow
to understand that they are the real experts and that their knowledge and experiences are valuable. Making
the shift from learner to expert is often one of the biggest challenges in farmer exchange groups (Vaarst et
al., 2007). Therefore, it is crucial to create a safe learning space for farmers to share knowledge (Louah et
al., 2015). When farmers become aware about their own strengths and what they have to offer, and if, in
addition, they improve their mutual collaboration, they can empower themselves, gain independence from
selling and retailing industries, and thereby lessen the economic squeeze (van der Ploeg, 2008).
TABLE 1: FARMER FIELD SCHOO L

The Farmer Field School (FFS) is a tool to empower farmers, first used among small scale
rice farmers in Indonesia at the end of the 1980s. It was developed to foster learning through
sharing knowledge and experiences about a given topic or issue by organising practical onfarm meetings (Braun and Duveskog, 2011). In general, farmers are more confident in the field
than in a classroom, that is why in FFS, the teacher becomes the field, enabling farmers to
immediately put the theory into practice (Gallagher, 2003). By doing so, farmers link theory to
their personal reality and will develop the knowledge that they deem necessary (Vaarst, 2007;
Henriksen et al., 2015). FFS encourages farmers to take the role of experts themselves and thus
become independent from external advice (Vaarst, 2007). However, an external facilitator,
guiding the learning process but not lecturing, is key to obtain the desired results. Kevin
Gallagher, one of the leading advocates of FFS, describes the concept as follows: “the Farmer
Field School is not about technology, it is about people’s development” (Khisa, 2003).

Mathijs (2003) has studied the effect of social capital on the adoption of sustainable farming
practices. He argues that social capital can both enhance and inhibit innovation, as a group of people can
be both progressive or conservative. On the other hand, community involvement has a positive effect on
farmers adopting new practices and enhances social responsibility (Munasib and Jordan, 2011). Finally,
many farmers networks claim to be as much a social asset as a technical or economic asset (Anil et al.,
2015; Lilja and Dixon, 2008; Vaarst et al., 2011). However, a network will only function properly when
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there is trust between the different stakeholders, generating a feeling of belonging. It is only by valuing the
persons, their knowledge and experiences, that a network will find its reason of being and will manage to
sustain itself (Wood et al., 2014). (Gallagher, 2003) (Vaarst, 2007; Henriksen et al., 2015) (Khisa, 2003)

1.3

RESEARCH QUESTIONS (RQ)
Numerous farmers networks have proven to be beneficial, but how do farmers themselves perceive

the benefits a network could bring them and what is their motivation for joining or leaving a network? The
literature on this seems scarce. Henriksen et al. (2015) have assessed farmers’ perception of stable schools,
a Danish variant of FFS, but they limit their work to the benefits it is perceived to bring in terms of animal
welfare. Others have assessed farmers’ motivation to adopt sustainable practices, whether related to their
social capital or not, but without explicit involvement in a farmers network (Menozzi et al., 2015; Munasib
and Jordan, 2011).
None of the aforementioned studies took into account the farmers’ identity within a region from a
historical perspective and how that influences their decision making. None looked at the factors that make
and/or break an incipient network. The exact combination of factors of success might be very contextual
depending on the specific farming history and identity of the locality, who exactly is in charge and what
exactly happened in the very early stages of network development.
Since August 2017, we have been involved in the startup of a cereal network in Pajottenland, a
fertile tradition farming region close to Brussels. Looking back at this first year, we frame our research
question as follows:
➢ RQ1 (Retrospectively): To which extent does the Farming History of Pajottenland and the
geography of the region form an enabling environment for creating a cereal network between
farmers and processors?
➢ RQ2 (Currently): In which way does setting up a Farmer Field School foster trust building among
early participants?
➢ RQ3 (Prospectively): How do early participating farmers perceive the creation of a cereal network
as a way to overcome the lock-ins they are confronted with?
Even though three research questions are asked, the first two serve as a means to better answer the
third and most important question. The rationale behind the first question is that farmers’ perception and
motivation is influenced by their identity and their past. Properly understanding their perception thus
requires to take a closer look at the farming history in the region. Furthermore, farmers’ trust is built by
what they see and experience, less by what they hear or imagine. They will only be able to judge the effects
of joining a network when they have experienced or seen the concrete process within a network. Therefore,
the second question aims at embedding the incipient network in the farmers’ reality. Finally, the third and
main research question gives the chance to the farmers to express how they perceive the effects a cereal
network might have on their lives and their work. Even though this network will not only consist of farmers,
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but processors, households and even researchers too, the main focus of the research will be the farmers and
the situation they find themselves in. Hence, the research aims at finding solutions and creating a network
with farmers, not just for farmers. In order to better understand their position, a concise background will be
provided on the situation of the cereal chain in Belgium and on the region of Pajottenland.

2. BACKGROUND
Before explaining the methodology, we will provide some background on the research context.
First of all, we look at the Belgian cereal chain, how it evolved over time and in which situation we find
ourselves today. Secondly, the case area of Pajottenland and its farmers will be presented. Finally, we
present research that has been conducted in the region and that is of relevance to our study.

2.1

BELGIAN CEREAL PRODUCTION
Belgian cereal production has been largely influenced by overseas cereal import since the mid-19th

century. The mainly U.S. import was privileged by large cereal growing areas, producing big batches of
homogenous and high quality cereals. Belgium specialised in transforming these cheap overseas cereals
into quality products such as meat, dairy and eggs, but also bread and pastries (Beukenkamp, 1945). In
1880, cereals were grown on 50% of Belgium’s arable land, while in 1895 this proportion had already fallen
to 30%. During the same timespan (1880-1895) cereal import increased from 400.000 T to 1,6 million
tonnes per year (Demblon and Aertsen, 1990) and at the start of the first world war, 85% of the cereals used
for baking came from overseas. The trend was set and Belgian cereal farmers were increasingly persuaded
by the processing industry that, due to the humid climate, they were unable to produce cereals with high
baking quality. On the other hand, several farmer-baker initiatives have proven that growing and processing
Belgian cereals is possible by applying adapted processing techniques such as long fermentation and
sourdough baking (Baltazar et al., 2016). Even though industrial baking criteria are adjusted from time to
time, they are generally close to the following values: minimum 10,5 to 11,5% of protein, minimum falling
number of 200 seconds, minimum weight of 77 kg/hl and maximum humidity of 14% (Verbeke, 2015).
Until 2015, the Belgian millers federation paid a premium to those farmers who managed to reach the
required baking qualities, but when they stopped paying this premium, farmers lacked the incentive to grow
baking cereals (Eos Tracé, 2018). The vast majority of the Belgian cereals is thus transformed to feed and
fuel instead of food, supplying the fodder, biofuel and starch industries (Delcour et al., 2014). Today only
15% of the wheat processed by Belgian mills is homegrown. The situation in the brewery domain is even
more blatant, as less than 4% of the barley used for brewing is of Belgian origin (Delcour et al., 2014). This
is due to strict criteria set for brewing barley. In addition, only six malting plants remain in Belgium among
which only two are still independent. However, even these independent malting plants need large batches
of homogenous barley, something which hinders the development of local production (Delcour et al., 2014).
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Belgian cereal in- and outflows from 2011 are illustrated in Figure 2, giving an idea of its scale and
destination. (Platteau et al., 2016)

FIG 2: CERE AL SUPPLY BALANCE IN 1.000 TONNES, BELGI UM 2011
SOURCE: PLATTEAU E T AL., 2016

Looking at organic cereals in Belgium, only 15.000 tonnes are being processed for food and 30.000
tonnes for feed. 5-10% and 30% of those quantities, respectively, are grown in Belgium (Verbeke, 2015).
The organic sector is in general more developed in Wallonia (southern Belgium) than in Flanders (northern
Belgium): 10,4% and 1,2%, respectively, of the total agricultural area is certified as organic (Goffin and
Beaudelot, 2018). The shortage in organic cereal production in Flanders is even more significant: in 2017,
for instance, only 42,8 ha of organic wheat (both winter and spring wheat) were grown and 75,5 ha in
conversion to organic (Timmermans and Van Bellegem, 2018). Four reasons are mentioned for the
underdevelopment of the Belgian and Flemish organic cereal market: “(1) the lack of a proper coordination
of supply and demand, (2) the difficulties farmers encounter to produce large batches of homogenous
cereals as required by large-scale industrial processing, (3) the strict baking criteria required by the
processing industry and (4) the lack of knowhow among bakeries in how to process cereals that do not meet
the required baking quality” (Verbeke, 2015). Only a handful of official baking courses exist, but none of
them pay particular attention to alternative baking techniques such as sourdough or long fermentation.
Courses are mainly focused on industrial time-efficient baking, and using flour mixes and additives to
improve baking properties (Baltazar et al., 2016; Plateau and Holzemer, 2016). Many bakers thus lack the
required knowhow to handle pure flour from locally grown cereals.
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2.2

CASE AREA: REGION OF PAJOTTENLAND

Pajottenland

FIG 3: REGION OF PAJOTTENLAND ON THE
MAP OF BELGI UM

FIG 4: IMAGE OF PAJOTTENLAND.
IMAGE BY KOEN DE LANGHE

The region of Pajottenland is located some 10-30 km southwest from the city of Brussels, in the
Belgian province of Vlaams-Brabant (Figure 3). The municipalities close to Brussels are more urbanised
than those located in the south of the region. As shown in Figure 4, the region is characterised by a seminatural hilly landscape. Despite its heritage as the traditional food basket of Brussels, Pajottenland got more
isolated from the capital. This is only partly due to the language barrier: Brussels has become mainly French
speaking, whereas Pajottenland is Dutch speaking. The proximity of a sprawling city inflates the prices of
agricultural land and exacerbates the economic squeeze on farms (Meert et al., 2005). In addition, many
people seek employment in the city at the expense of economic activity in the region (Messely et al., 2010).
On the other hand, increasing urbanisation influences local markets, creating new opportunities for farmers
to market their products (Beauchesne and Bryant, 1999; van der Ploeg et al., 2004; Vandermeulen et al.,
2006).
Not much farming-related research has been done in the region of Pajottenland. However, one
publication is of particular interest to our study. In collaboration with the university of Wageningen, from
1992 to 1993, Greet Kerkhove conducted a socio-economic research on the agronomic situation in two
isolated regions of Flanders, Pajottenland and Hagenland. In her book called Sterk gemengd (Strongly
mixed) she defines together with the interviewed farmers five farming typologies in the region: large scale
mixed farms, typically mixed farms, direct sellers, specialised family farms and integrated farmers. In
Appendix I, five farming typologies are described and displayed on a graph, according to their degree of
dependence from external technological advice and their degree of integration in the market. In her book,
Kerkhove (1993) concludes that farmers continuously have to rethink their farming strategies in order to
ensure their survival. However, farmers belonging to each of these five categories all have a distinct
development approach and different pathways for adapting to their needs. The study serves as a reference
typology of farming styles in Pajottenland. Talking about the same region, Meert et al. (2005) agree that
there is a broad range of survival strategies for farmers, strongly dependent on available capital and
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household structure. In addition, off-farm employment became widespread in Pajottenland as it appears to
be the most accessible strategy to ensure the necessary income to maintain farm activities (Meert et al.,
2005).
Looking at shaping a cereal network, the region of Pajottenland seems to bear the potential for
developing a locally embedded food system. Therefore, inspiration can be found in the French concept of
terroir, developing, promoting and protecting the identity of a given region and its natural and cultural
heritage (Barham, 2003), or the newly emerging term of Agroecology territories. The latter encompasses
three major domains: “adaptation of agricultural practices; conservation of biodiversity and natural
resources; and development of embedded food systems” (Wezel et al., 2016).
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3. METHODOLOGY
In order to answer the three research questions, the research has been designed within a time frame
ranging from the past, through the present, and into the future. Before assessing the farmers’ perception
and the lock-ins they are confronted with, it is important to get an overview of the region, its history and
its inhabitants. That is why the first part, Farming History of Pajottenland explores how farming has
evolved in the region and what we can learn from the past. In addition, we reinterpreted this history to
sketch the lock-ins that were established through path dependencies, where they came from and how they
became interlinked. Moving from the past to the present, the farmers were shown and involved in a network
approach by setting up a Farmer Field School. Through this trial we tested a learning model for the
network with the intention of learning by doing. The FFS revealed whether trust could be built among
farmers being part of a collective approach in which learning took place, and whether or not they felt
personally empowered on their farms. Finally, we looked at the common desired future among the actors
within the emerging Cereal Network, and how we could cooperatively shape the network in order to move
towards this wanted future situation. These three parts enabled farmers to get a concrete view on the
network and its potentialities in order to ground their perception in reality. The research structure is
summarised in Figure 5 below and the methodology for each of these stages will be discussed in the
following sections.

FIG 5: SCHEME OF THE RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

The overarching research framework throughout the study was that of a Participatory Action
Research (PAR). This type of research enables the participants, in this case the farmers, to be involved in
and feel responsible for the design, the implementation and the interpretation of the conducted research
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(Méndez et al., 2016). As Neef and Neubert (2011) state: “the research process may be seen as a continuous
cycle of learning, reflection, and action, requiring regular feedback from actors and an occasional review
of the relevance of research objectives and methods.” By using this methodology, we ensured concrete
outcomes for the farmers by actively involving them in the development of the cereal network. We also
made sure not do so-called extractivist research – using participants to generate scientific results, but
without returning anything concrete back to them (Baltazar and Visser, 2017). A small literature review
and background was carried out on the topic of PAR and can be found in Appendix II.

3.1

PAST: FARMING HISTORY OF PAJOTTENLAND
In order to get an overview of the agricultural changes in the region from the 1950s until today, a

historical research was conducted by the means of a Learning History. As defined by Kleiner and Roth
(1996): “A Learning History presents the experiences and understandings of participants and tells the story
in their own words, in a way that helps the rest of the organization move forward.” In our case, participants
are key informants including retired farmers, consultants or citizens who have experienced the
modernisation of agriculture over the last decades and who have an overview of the interactions and the
trends in the region. The organisation, on the other hand, can be seen as the community of farmers within
the region of Pajottenland. Building a Learning History encompasses six steps: planning, reflective
interviews, distillation, writing, validation and dissemination (Roth and Kleiner, 1998). Hereunder every
step will be developed individually.
The two main objectives during the planning phase were identifying the key informants to
interview and preparing the reflective interviews. Identification was done by briefly presenting the
objectives of the learning history to several people from the region – farmers, processors, researchers, others
– asking them who they would recommend as key informants. Whenever the same potential key-informant
was mentioned several times, (s)he was contacted by phone or per email and asked for his/her participation.
In addition, an overview of who to interview was kept, ensuring that we got in touch with people from
different backgrounds and with different opinions about agriculture. Table 2 lists the seven interviewed
people, including the date of the interviews and their occupation.
TABLE 2: INTERVIEWED KEY INFORMANTS FOR THE FARMI NG HISTORY WITH DATE OF INTERVIEW AND
OCCUPATION

Date
A 29/03/2018
B

03/04/2018

C

04/04/2018

D 16/04/2018
E 19/04/2018
F 03/05/2018
G 15/05/2018

Occupation
Farmer (converting to organic), leading figure in the second biggest farmers union in
Flanders (ABS)
Farmer and miller’s son, worked for the agricultural ministry and very engaged in the
region regarding farmer’s rights and access to land.
Farmer (conventional), committed to self-processing and self-marketing of bread,
pastries and dairy products
Farmer (organic), leading figure for organic vegetable production and self-marketing
Regional consultant on rural development
Researcher, conducted a highly relevant socio-economical study during the 90s on
farming styles in Pajottenland
Farmer’s son and secretary of the main farmers union (Boerenbond)
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An interview guide (Appendix III) was set up, listing the different topics to be discussed. This list enabled
the interviewer to tick off the addressed topics during the interview, and to highlight remaining questions.
The reflective interviews were conducted as semi-structured interviews, using the interview guide
as a frame for the needed information. During the interviews, the interviewer made sure that interviewees
felt comfortable in telling their story, making them aware of its relevance for other farmers (Kleiner and
Roth, 1996). All interviews were held in Dutch, the mother tongue of both interviewees and interviewer.
Interviews lasted between 1h30 and 2h, were recorded with permission of the interviewees, and additional
notes were taken in a research journal.
Once the interviews were transcribed, distillation was carried out by the student researcher to highlight the
most important information. The interviews were compared between each other, similarities and contrasts
were sought and recurring themes were identified. From distillation, three main periods and five themes
could be distinguished. Interviews were compared on the basis of these themes, pointing out similarities
and differences between them. This resulted in writing a first Learning History draft, based almost
exclusively on the interview contents. Only a limited amount of external sources were added to clarify
certain data. In addition, many citations have been used from the interviewees, written in italics and with
their corresponding letter, referring to Table 2. (Chevalier and Buckles, 2013)
A first draft of the Learning History or
Farming History of Pajottenland was presented to the
seven interviewees for validation. For those who
could be present, five out of seven, a meeting was
organised on the 29th of May to discuss the draft,
which had been sent to them by mail (Figure 6).
During this meeting we conducted an exercise called
Timeline from the PAR toolkit (Table 3), giving a
framework to decide whether to validate or question
what was written in the history. The outcomes from
the timeline exercise are to be found in Appendix IV.

FIG 6: CARRYING OUT TIMELINE WITH SIX
PARTICIPANTS 29/05/’18

Those who could not be present at the meeting commented on and/or verified the history by mail. In total
three drafts were written before coming to a final version of the history.
Finally, the Farming History of Pajottenland was disseminated to all stakeholders within the
network and to other interested persons. Some copies were printed and handed out, others were sent by
mail. Farmers were specifically asked to reflect on whether they could identify with the history and if it
was in tune with the evolution they experienced on their own farms.
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TABLE 3: TIMELINE EXERCISE AND ITS METHODOLOGY

Timeline is a tool that is used to unite actors around a theme and let them tell the story over
time, with the significant events or chronology they have experienced within a given period
of development (Chevalier and Buckles, 2013). Timeline is conducted in four steps:
1. The topic and the time frame are defined for the exercise and the timeline is drawn by the
participants on a flipchart.
2. Each participant thinks of what (s)he perceives as three major events and writes them
down on individual cards.
3. Once all the participants have written down three things, all the cards are placed on the
right spot on the timeline and each card is discussed within the group.
4. The timeline is analysed with the group and trends, patterns or mayor periods are
identified. Additionally, actions can be defined for how to move towards a desired future and
what to learn from the past.
The exercise is fully described in the Handbook for Participatory Action Research by
Chevalier and Buckles (2013).

3.2

PRESENT: FARMER FIELD SCHOOL
A first scouting phase (Table 5) took place by mid-August 2017 in order to identify farmers who

would want to participate in the network. The targeted farmers were those who were already adopting more
sustainable practices, but without necessarily entirely committing to organic or agroecological farming.
Criteria for selecting farmers from the region included their degree of adopting agroecological practices
(van der Ploeg, 2008) and relying on their own understanding and experiences (Kerkhove, 1993). Farmer
Tim listed five farmers who he thought may be potentially interested. He came along to the three first farm
visits, introducing the student researcher in the region and showing how to relate to farmers. The miller
from a restored heritage watermill in the neighbouring village provided another list of farmers who were
milling their grain there and thus already involved in regional cereal processing. Finally, all visited farmers
were asked if they had colleagues who might be interested in a network approach. According to the typology
of farming styles as described in Appendix I, the visited farmers all belong to the first three categories
(large scale mixed farms, typically mixed farms, direct sellers). For privacy, their names have been
substituted to English names. A list of their farm descriptions and location can be found in Appendix V. In
total eight farmers were visited out of whom two, James and Steve, accepted to take part in the project
during the 2018 harvest season.
Together with Steve, a conventional farmer, and James, in conversion to organic, we proposed that
our small group (James, Steve, Tim, Marjorie and myself) would form a Farmer Field School, sharing,
generating and applying knowledge related to growing organic cereals. In practice, we proceeded by
running through a full growing cycle of organic spring wheat on two fields. The objective of setting up a
FFS was to test a learning model within the network and assess its relevance for the farmers. We
continuously learned by doing at every step, adapting to changing conditions or newly revealed needs. At
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the same time we assessed through observation and reflection how this model could benefit both the farmers
and the network and how farmers behaved within the FFS.
The choice of spring wheat rather than winter wheat was made after visiting their fields for the first
time, and assessing soil quality. Observing soil quality to be rather poor and the organic matter content low
(1,08%), we decided to grow a cover crop during winter that could be ploughed under in spring. By doing
so, we involved the farmers in assessing soil quality and we reduced the risk of crop failure. Before sowing,
one meeting was organised to visit the cooperative mill with both farmers and to discuss the technical
details for the cropping season: mowing the cover crop, ploughing, sowing spring wheat, harrowing and
harvesting. As they did not have much organic farming experience, we handed out a technical sheet
(Appendix VI) and discussed together what would be the best way to proceed. With regards to the PAR
procedure and getting inspiration from the FFS approach, we invited the farmers to share their knowledge
and experiences, enhancing mutual learning. In addition, we invited them to set up a field agenda (Table
4).
TABLE 4: FIELD AGENDA MENTIONING THE DATE OF THE GIVEN OPERATIONS

Operation
Fertilising
Sowing cover crop
Flail mowing cover crop
Fertilising
Ploughing
Sowing
Harrowing
Harvesting

James
24/09/2017
18/02/2018
24/03/2018 (25 T/ha cow manure)
24/03/2018 and 08/04/2018
08/04/2018 (175 kg/ha)
28/04/2018 and 10/05/2018
25/07/2018

Steve
26/09/2017 (25 T/ha cow manure)
27/09/2017
22/03/2018 (14 T/ha cow slurry)
24/03/2018
25/03/2018 (175 kg/ha)
22/04/2018 and 10/05/2018
24/07/2018

It was decided to use Epos spring wheat after consulting an organic cereal expert, a local bakery
and a couple of farmers who had already cropped this variety. Moreover, the local bakery had previously
made a special branding for the bread they made with the Epos variety and which was milled on an old
nearby stone mill. The seed was bought from the cooperative mill that had one ton left from last year’s
harvest. After being cleaned, sieved and tested for germination rate, the seed was brought to both farmers
in bags of 25 kg, enabling them to sow when conditions were optimal.
Weeding was done with a 6m wide tine weeder1 borrowed from a neighbouring farmer. During the
field visit on the 24th of April, field conditions were assessed and weeding techniques discussed.
Preparations were made for a first harrowing trial, the day after the visit. In total, both fields were harrowed
twice and field conditions were assessed before and after, both by the farmer and the student.
Finally, an agricultural contractor harvested both fields. The time of harvest was discussed with the
student researcher beforehand so that farmer, student and contractor were all present during harvest. The
grains of both farmers were temporarily stored in a wagon, belonging to Steve and weighed in order to
determine the exact yield. The harvest of the traditional wheat landraces on Tim’s fields was not part of the
1

A tine weeder is a tool that is commonly used in organic farming for weeding entire fields mechanically.
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FFS, but had its importance within the emerging network. Therefore, it will be briefly described in Table
5.
Once the growing cycle was completed, the grains stored and the farmers paid, Steve and James
were asked in a last common interview to evaluate their experiences during the year in the Farmer Field
School, what they had learned, what they would do differently, how to involve more farmers, etc. The
interview was conducted in a semi structured way and by the means of guiding question, listed in Appendix
VII. The interview lasted approximately one hour, was held in Dutch and was fully transcribed afterwards
thanks to the voice recording.

3.3

FUTURE: THE CEREAL NETWORK
After setting up the Farmer Field School, it was important to keep other farmers informed about

what was being done in the region to develop a cereal network. This made up the third part of the research:
attracting interested farmers and reflecting together on how to shape the network.
Identification of potentially interested farmers was based on the same criteria as for the first
scouting phase and farmer Tim provided an extended list of farmers to contact. Farms were visited during
the second scouting phase between January and April 2018 (Table 5), presenting the newly emerging
network and its objectives. The interested farmers were added to the network’s list and informed whenever
an activity or meeting was to be organised. Farmers were not immediately asked to join the network, but to
consider what it could possibly offer them. Hence, the intention of the network was not to unite as many
farmers as quickly as possible or to grow as many hectares of cereals as soon as possible, but to foster an
improved and sustainable collaboration between farmers and processors.
TABLE 5: RESEARCH AGENDA MENTIONING WHAT WAS DONE, THE OBJECTIVES AND WHO WAS INVOLVED

Period
August 2017
January –
March 2018
02/02/’18
10/02/’18
24/02/’18
28/03/’18
21/04/’18
06/07/’18
12/08/’18

What
1st scouting phase
2nd scouting phase
Cooperative
mill’s perspective
meeting
Technical
meeting and visit
of the mill
Organic cereal
farm Visit 1
Organic cereal
farm Visit 2
Field visit
Network meeting
(in field and at
brewery)
Concluding
interview
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Objective
Identify farmers for FFS
Visit potential farmers for the
network
Assess what we have accomplished
up to now and discuss where we
want to move from here
Discuss how to proceed through the
growing season and think about
destination of the cereals
Farm visit and discussion between
conventional and organic farmers
Farm visit and discussion between
conventional and organic farmers
Assess situation on the field and
discuss weeding strategy
Present network’s intentions, inform
interested farmers and discuss how
to improve network
Assess how both farmers had lived
the FFS, what they had learned

Co-developing a Cereal Network

Who
8 farmers
12 farmers
3 millers, 2 brewers, 6
farmers, 5 volunteers from
the mill and 1 student
Core team, James, Steve,
miller and baker
Core team, 4 farmers and 2
bakers
5 farmers, 2 students
Core team + James and
Steve
26 people: farmers,
brewers, millers and
researchers
James and Steve
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NETWORKING ACTIVITIES
Three activities were organised within the network: a perspective meeting for the cooperative mill,
a farm visit to an organic cereal farm in the region, run by an experienced farmer, and a meeting with the
entire network at the brewery to assess the current state and the desired state we want to move towards
together.
After one year of milling within a cooperative, the
time had come to take a breath and to think about what had
been achieved and what was still to come. During the
perspective meeting (Figure 7) all participants, including
farmers, millers, bakers, consumers and other interested
people, were invited to share thoughts and ideas on the
cooperative mill. This was the ideal moment for inviting
FIG 7: DISCUSSION DURING THE
PERSPECTIVE MEETING 02/02/2018
IMAGE BY CATHY SZAFR ANSKI

interested farmers and discussing the potential for a
network. The farmers were encouraged to express their

hopes and doubts concerning the closer collaboration with the mill. Moreover, the brewers attended the
meeting too, connecting for the first time with the millers and the farmers and pointing out their engagement
in the network.
Visiting an experienced organic cereal farmer
(Figure 8) had its relevance because the network brings
together both conventional and organic farmers, both
young and old. One of the network’s objectives is to enable
a dialogue between conventional and organic farmers
within a safe learning space. The hosting farmer
highlighted his experiences, his approach and the
machinery he uses. Other farmers could compare and
discuss the techniques and practices they use. This activity

FIG 8: ORGANIC CEREAL FARM VISIT 24/02/’18

was organised a second time for interested farmers who did not have the chance to attend the first visit.
The third and last activity, the entire network meeting,
was divided into three parts: (1) visit of the two field trials, (2)
scope and vision of the network, presented by the brewers, and
(3) a farmers’ reflection on the pros and cons of the network and
how to shape the network so that it benefits the farmers. The
invitation that was sent out to the farmers and processors of the
network can be found in Appendix VIII. During the field visit
FIG 9: FIELD VISIT 06/07/’18

(Figure 9), both plots were visited and described by the

responsible farmer; they explained the process and approach of the field trials, what they had learned from
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it, and what to improve for the next growing season. This event provided a clear example to interested
farmers of how we conducted a Farmer Field School and what results it gave in the field.
Secondly, the scope and vision for the network was developed by the processors in the brewery
(Figure 10). Moreover, things were made concrete by the brewers in terms of the desired quantity and
quality, the engagement of the processors and the
price agreements. The brewers, millers and bakers
outlined how they work and which requirements
they have towards local cereals. In the meantime,
farmers could enter into dialogue with the
processors to make sure that they understood each
other well and got to know better the conditions in
FIG 10: NETWORK MEETING AT THE BRE WERY 06/07/’18

which each of them operates.

Last, but not least, a farmers’ reflection
(Figure 11) was organised to reveal farmers’ opinions
and views of the network. In order to foster free
exchange, the conversation was held only with farmers
and with the help of a professional facilitator, urging
everyone to express openly their doubts, hopes, fears or
other feelings towards the proposed network. The
FIG 11: FARMERS’ REFLECTION 06/07/’18

methodology that was used for this conversation is

called Max-Min (Appendix IX) and is an adapted version of the Force Field Analysis, developed by
Frederick Lewin in 1947. In collaboration with the facilitator, the methodology was discussed and set up
in such a way that it would both empower farmers in shaping the network and generate useful data for the
research. The facilitation sheet that was made up by the facilitator can be found in Appendix X. The exact
steps of how the Max-Min exercise was conducted are described in Table 6.
TABLE 6: MAX-MIN EXERCISE AND ITS METHODOLOGY

The objective of the Max-Min exercise, applied to our case, is to reveal which elements in the
network attract and benefit the farmers and which ones are more of an obstacle to join the
network. The process is conducted in four steps.
- Step 1: “Discuss with your colleague which personal chances or opportunities you see in joining
the network”. The revealed elements are discussed within the group and listed on a flipchart.
- Step 2: “Discuss with your colleague which obstacles or threats do you see in joining the network”.
The revealed elements are again discussed within the group and listed on a flipchart.
- Step 3: Each participant can rank the two elements in each list with highest priority.
- Step 4: “Pick one or more obstacles/threats in a group of three and discuss, based on you own
experience, a possible solution or improvement.” Suggestions are written on cards and added next
to the obstacle it addresses. All suggestions are presented and discussed in the group.
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PERSONAL TOOLKIT TO GO OUT TO THE FARMS
In my personal toolkit (Figure 12) for going out to the field and meeting new farmers, I carried the
following objects: first of all, a roadmap of the region.
Secondary, I chose to wear working clothes and solid
shoes, based on a notion that the way you are dressed
might influence the perception your host has of you and
thus the way (s)he will talk to you. Correspondingly, I
tried to keep in mind that the first contact is crucial as
there may not be a second chance. A proper way of
gaining trust is to know the local language and nuances
of expression, and possess some local information as
for instance the weather predictions, regional news or

FIG 12: TOOLKIT TO GO OUT TO THE FARMS

recent events (Neef and Neubert, 2011). According to Levin and Ravn (2007), engaged research demands
to merge partly into the world of the involved stakeholders so that they do not perceive you as an outsider
or a potential threat but as a friend or a partner. The most important point was to always carry my notebook
or research journal with me, in which I wrote down all useful information. In addition, to ensure good
note taking, I always carried a couple of pencils and pens with me. Finally, I took a camera to document
my observations in the fields or on the farms.
With this preparation, I was ready to launch into an engaged, appropriately aware, and productive
field activity and information exchange with farmers. Although I was strongly committed to the goals and
anticipated future improved situation, it was essential to allow the network and its objectives to grow from
the participatory process with all stakeholders. Therefore, I had to commit even more to objectivity during
the process, while also maintaining my role of coordinator and facilitator.
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3.4

ANALYSING QUALITATIVE DATA
Throughout the research, the PAR specific iterative

process (Figure 13) of observation, reflection, planning and
action

(McIntyre,

2007)

was

carried

out,

rethinking

continuously the research process and adapting it to the current
needs of the participants. Decisions were made by consensus and
every step in the process was documented by the means of note
taking, voice recording and photographs. In addition,
information was continually collected and written down in a
research journal.
Collected data was listed and analysed in order to bring
up repeated ideas, common elements, contrasting ideas or

FIG 13: PAR ITERATIVE CYCLE
SOURCE:
HTTPS://WWW.MRSRICE.NET/RESEARCH

meaningful observations. In this regard, the processing methodology is similar to that of a Grounded
Theory, organising a collection of qualitative data into concepts and categories, giving birth to a new theory
(Strauss and Corbin, 1997). However, the objective of this research was not to come up with a new theory,
but rather to learn by doing and continuously improve the emerging network we are setting up, assessing
its ability to empower and benefit farmers. In addition, mind maps were drawn in order to classify the
collected data and to distinguish different themes and their interlinkages. An example of these mind maps
can be found in Appendix XI.
A challenge that came up during data collection and processing was to treat data based on personal
interpretation. For instance, according to Louah et al. (2017) many lock-ins are cognitive in nature, hence
difficult to objectivise as they are subject to interpretation of the researcher. In order to ensure the integrity
of the research, reflective distance and critical analyses were performed, separating the process of
involvement from the accompanying reflexive process (Levin, 2012). Whenever confusion arose about an
interpretation, it was checked, discussed and validated by the members of the core team (Tim, Marjorie and
myself). Sometimes, observed facts needed to be handled with particular care and delicacy, for instance,
when they were of emotional or personal relevance to a stakeholder. In this regard, collected data was
processed with the highest respect, taking into account the integrity of the different stakeholders involved,
and to avoid damaging the climate of trust established between the stakeholders and the student researcher.
In this concern, Levin (2012) stresses the moral, ethical and professional responsibility participatory action
researchers have towards the participants.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
During the different activities and within the three parts: past, present and future, numerous data
were collected. The data have been processed as described above and will be presented in the following
sections. In order to improve readability and comprehension of the entire document, we decided to merge
results and discussion in the same chapter and to present the findings within the three parts and according
to the different organised activities. At the end of each part, a small conclusion will be given, answering
the corresponding research question and giving recommendations for future networks to develop, based on
our experiences. Afterwards we will zoom out and take a look at the identified lock-ins and how they are
interlinked, resulting in answering our third and main research question. Finally, we will finish with
discussing the used methodology and the integrity of the results as well as giving recommendations for
further research.

4.1

PAST: FARMING HISTORY OF P AJOTTENLAND
INTRODUCTION
From the middle of the 20th century onwards, the Farming History of Pajottenland can be divided

into three main periods, as a result of the major events which shaped agriculture in the region. The first
period (1950 – 1970) is marked by the transformation of the large landlord and peasant farms to the typical
mixed family farms. During the second period (1970 – 1990), the farms are subject to industrialisation and
expansion, both at the farm management level, and at the input and output levels. The third period, finally,
describes farming from the 1990s to the present day. During this period farming is under pressure by stricter
rules and confronted with the introduction of electronics and digitalisation, resulting in a further decreasing
number of active farmers. In the following text, these three agricultural periods will be discussed more in
detail through the elaboration of five themes: farm management, agricultural economics, rural and
agricultural policies, agricultural unionism and knowledge exchange.

’50-’70: FROM PEASANT AND LANDLORD FARMS TO MIXED FAMILY FARMS
After the Second World War, the traditional farms undergo a set of serious and irrevocable
transformations, driven by government policy and new technologies, influencing farming practices until
today. Tractors and milking machines replace manual and family labour, soon taken over by a series of
mechanised farming tools. Mechanisation amplifies the zero hunger policy driven by the trend of expansion
and production maximisation.
FARM MANAGEMENT
Until the emergence of the tractor among farming families in the early ’60s, agriculture in
Pajottenland was defined by two farming types: on the one hand, large landlord farms with about 100 ha of
land and a lot of workers coming from neighbouring villages, and on the other hand, self-sustaining family
farms with a couple of cows and a small vegetable plot. Here in Heikruis and Kester (two villages), many
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families had a cow or two and a big garden. I even saw families going out with their cows to let them graze
along the streets (A). The workers who sustain their families on small plots become redundant when
mechanisation is introduced, and are heavily impacted by the emergence of tractors and milking machines.
Most of them quit farming and search for a job in neighbouring mills, larger dairies or workshops, but those
who have the means expand their piece of land and start a small business, relying on a tractor and family
labour. This is how the typical family farms emerge in the region. They will be the main food producers
for the next 50 years.
At this time, a regular farm in Pajottenland is a mixed family farm with a wide range of activities.
On average, they own between 5 and 20 dual-purpose cows, Holsteiners (typical milk breed) were not
known yet at the time. They have a couple of meadows and a small number of plots where they cultivate
wheat, barley, potatoes, beets and oats. In former times, farmers were weeding, seeding and harrowing
turnips by hand (G). These are sown as a secondary crop, after the main harvest and are used, like barley,
for animal fodder.
Farm sizes are very diverse within Pajottenland. In the South-West farms are far bigger than those
in the North-East, closer to Brussels. The latter specialise in fruits and vegetables for the fresh market in
the city. Strawberries were a big business in the area. In former times, every farmer in Vlezenbeek (village
close to Brussels) had about 10-20 acres of strawberries on his farm. [...] In the meadows too, fruit trees
were grown: apples, pears, cherries… And cows were grazing under the trees (C).
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
During the ’60s, agricultural production is still strongly embedded in the local market in terms of
inputs and outputs. Farmers strive for a more or less autonomous business; they produce most of their
animal feed themselves and sell their products, milk, potatoes and cereals to local processors. However, the
number of dairies was already seriously reduced during the war and only the bigger ones survived. A couple
of years later the mills undergo the same trend: There were about two mills per village in former times.
They weren’t all milling flour, only one third did flour, the others made fodder. And each village had its
bakery too (A). Between the ‘70s and ‘80s, the mills are indeed strongly reduced in number and only few
survive.
On-farm sales are common in the area and many products are sold at the farm or from door to door.
In the area, there have always been on-farm sales, already in former times. The farms had each their days
where they had fresh milk, butter or buttermilk for sale. People didn’t go to supermarkets yet; they knew
where to go for good products. [...] Potatoes were sold that way too. They were stored in the basement and
people came to get them at the farm (G).
RURAL AND AGRICULTURAL POLICIES
After the war, countries aim at increasing their agricultural production in order to reach a zero
hunger policy. On the 25 th of March 1957, six countries sign the treaty of Rome: Italy, Belgium, Germany,
France, the Netherlands and Luxemburg, resulting in the creation of the European Economic Community
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(EEC) on the 1st of January 1958. Correspondingly, the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) is created in
1962, opening up the market for six agricultural goods: cereals, pork, eggs, poultry, fruits, vegetables and
wine. This policy is based on three main pillars (Relaes, 2011):
-

Common market: no closed borders between the markets of the member states.
Community preference: products from within the EEC are financially and economically privileged,
compared to those coming from outside the common market.
Financial solidarity: financing the CAP is done with European money.

The same year, Belgium establishes an agricultural investment fund that selectively supports those who
plan to enlarge their farms. Therefore, modernisation and enlargement go hand in hand. In addition, Sicco
Mansholt, a Dutch farmer and European agricultural minister in office from ’58 to ’72, reinforces this
development and is viewed as the architect of the European agricultural policy. He sets out the lines of what
will become the European trend in agricultural development over the following years and until today.
AGRICULTURAL UNIONISM
The agricultural unionism in Pajottenland has never been ruled by one single organisation or
movement. Thanks to the landscape and fertile soil in the region, farmers have been able to establish strong
family farms, to maintain soil fertility and secure their autonomy. In addition, their natural pride helps them
to remain independent from farming organisations and associations that offer their support. Indeed, they
are rather stubborn and like to do things their way. Moreover, their approach explains why Boerenbond
(BB), the main Flemish farmers union, has never become dominant in Pajottenland as it has in other regions.
BB was only one of many actors in Pajottenland, not the main one. Historically, BB influenced only part
of the farmers (E).
Algemeen Boerensyndicaat (ABS), the second largest farmers union in Flanders, on the other hand,
has been strongly embedded in Pajottenland from its start. They separate from BB in ’62 by organising
actions against the capitalist and corporate-oriented policy of BB. ABS handles a more liberal oriented
policy through which they ensure the rights of the private farmers. In this manner, they are very similar to
their Walloon colleagues of the Union Professionnelle Agricole (UPA) which had defended the rights of
the farmers in the region, before ABS was established. It was the same UPA which organised the first
farmers’ demonstration in Leerbeek, 1959.
Some farmers even felt more Walloon than Flemish in their way of farming. There wasn’t a closed border
between Pajottenland and Wallonia. They had more affinity for Wallonia and Henegouwen (Walloon
neighbouring province), than for West Flanders (Flemish province), for sure (F).
You could definitely feel the influence from the Walloon farmers in the region. Many Flemish farmers had
moved to Wallonia and came back here to preach their passion. Eli Van den Keybus, a trendsetter within
ABS, lived a couple of years in Wallonia for instance (A).
KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE
Within Pajottenland, BB and UPA are the first unions to coordinate knowledge exchange among
farmers in a more formal way. BB organises Farmers Guilds and study clubs in which farmers gather in
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each village and each technical domain to share knowledge, receive new information within their domain
and to ensure social cohesion. UPA too organises trainings and workshops for farmers. In the region, UPA,
the Walloon agricultural organisation, organised training for farmers which were given by Flemishspeaking professors. BB too, organised training, but they were less popular (A).
Informal cooperation has never been a big topic in Pajottenland. Farmers may help each other
during the harvest period or may exchange a machine when one is broken, but not on a regular basis.
Informal cooperation always existed among farmers, but farmers are getting more and more ingrained in
a capitalist system, as a process that reinforces itself, turned them into competitors, whether they liked it
or not (B).

’70-’90: INDUSTRIAL BREAKTHROUGH
The small farmers all quit farming and the surviving ones all scaled-up between the ’60s and 2000 to farms
of about 20-25 ha and with 20-25 milking cows. Of course there were a couple of them a bit smaller or
bigger, but that was the average (A).
The gradual industrial breakthrough brings a shift in farming management: certain farms aim at producing
large quantities for industrial processors, compared to others who specialise in responding to the local
demand for food. They add value to their products by processing on-farm and they sell on farmers markets
or in farm shops.
FARM MANAGEMENT
The first major shift in farm management is the specialisation of farms; dairy cattle are separated
from beef cattle, and animal farmers are separated from arable farmers and vegetable farmers. Side
activities such as pigs or chicken keeping, making butter, or selling potatoes on the farm disappear bit by
bit in order to give space to one or two remaining activities. A second shift is the emergence of maize
production on the farms, substituting beets, barley and turnips in the crop rotation. Maize replaced all the
former grown winter fodders such as barley and cabbage (G). In addition, the farmers develop their
machinery, as growing crops becomes more and more mechanised: manure trucks, hoeing machines,
spraying machines, potato harvesters, etc. Until I was thirty years old (early ‘70s), we harvested potatoes
by hand (G). Initiatives such as machine sharing do not function properly in Pajottenland. Farmers prefer
to own their own equipment or to have a farming enterprise do the job. From the ‘70s onwards, these
farming enterprises become more common and influence largely farming practices.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
On the input side, farmers become more dependent on industrial products. They buy their seeds,
fertilisers, pesticides and animal fodder from large enterprises and therefore, successively lose their farming
autonomy. During the ‘70s and ‘80s large fodder enterprises enter the market and convince a significant
amount of farmers to buy their fodders instead of producing it themselves. Many Dutch companies discover
this new market and become leading players in Flanders. The Dutch came here to sell their feed, went to
Smeets (local mill) for a new carry of cereals and took it 200-300 km down to the Netherlands where they
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processed it to fodder and brought it back here at the end of the operation (A). The local cereal market
loses its relevance and the whole cereal chain becomes bigger and more anonymous. Only a couple of local
mills and dairies remain where farmers can deliver their products.
Besides the farms that commit to industrial production, another group of farmers undertake an
opposite movement and commit to self-marketing and self-processing. These are not new phenomena, but
are reinvented in some way and get a more particular attention within the farms’ management. Farmers
focus on citizens from Brussels who enjoy the countryside and like to visit the different on-farm shops,
dairies, bakeries, etc. Alongside the roads in Pajottenland you see signs everywhere for farm shops. The
closer you come to Brussels, the more signs you see (F). Generally speaking, the women ensure the onfarm processing, as it involves less physical work. Off-farm employment is socially still little accepted until
the beginning of the 21st century, but this rapidly changes afterwards.
Lead by Boerengroep, a local farmers’ collective, a new initiative takes off in 1981, the farmers
market in Gaasbeek, one of the villages close to Brussels. It is the second farmers market initiated in
Flanders, after the one in Baaigem, established in ’78 by another collective. The farmers market reinforces
the trend of self-marketing and self-processing and gives the farmers more esteem for their work. From the
early beginning until today, they have a price commission, defining the price for each product at the start
of the market and to which all farmers have to commit. You cannot go under or above the defined price.
Farmers like to have fixed prices, it tackles too heavy competition. Moreover, it increases the quality of the
products as it is the only way of competition allowed (C).
In ’81 we started the farmers market in Gaasbeek. At least ten farmers gained a good living thanks to the
market and are, financially speaking, stronger today than their colleagues who own 500 cows. They have
more money and are more resilient. […] For sure, these farmers all of a sudden had a better life. They
didn’t need to go to the bank any more, they took care of it themselves. […] The farmers market in Gaasbeek
is still pure, only farmers sell their products. This isn’t the case for any other farmers market any more (C).
Different aspects merge on the farmers market: managing prices, calming down the trend of expansion,
managing diversity, social interaction, direct contact with consumers, trust, etc. It is a mixture of different
elements (B).
RURAL AND AGRICULTURAL POLICIES
After the first decade during which the CAP mainly commits to increasing production, Europe
suddenly faces serious overproduction, starting in the early ‘70s. Hence, Europe introduces export subsidies
in order to get rid of the enormous amounts of milk and butter, which pile up in the countryside. All of a
sudden, farmers are not producing to sustain their own village, region or land any more, but become world
producers. Having to sell their products on the world market, they are submitted to the vagaries of this new
market. As soon as the tractor appeared and the politic of Mansholt entered into force, farms could only
grow bigger because they had to deliver the world market (A).
Not surprisingly, 100.000 farmers from all over Europe gather in the streets of Brussels in ’71 to
demonstrate against the Mansholt Plan. They do not agree with the three main principles of the plan:
remediation, investment support and subsidies linked to training. Farm enlargement was required in order
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to benefit from financial and technical support. As a result, farms ended up being less mixed, there was
more specialisation and fewer farms in general (B). More demonstrations follow and the indignation among
farmers is obvious. The farmers unions take an active role in the negotiations and do not hesitate to call for
action. Our Farmers Guild took part in every demonstration. […] There were farmers from different
organisations and syndicates: BB, ABS, UPA, etc., marching side by side. Sometimes I would climb into a
farmer’s tractor linked to another syndicate, just to say that we got along very well (G).
Furthermore, Belgium introduces the same year the VAT, which has serious implications for
farmers. There had always been some sort of tax, but with less influence on direct sales. The emergence of
VAT accelerates specialisation on farms and makes many farmers quit their side activities, such as
strawberry or butter production. All of a sudden all activities are taxed in the same way and farmers are
confronted with an increasing amount of administrative tasks. More than half of the farmers in Vlezenbeek
were growing strawberries, but once the VAT arrived many quit their side activities. After that, the
warehouses came and farmers could only grow bigger and bigger (C).
On the landscape level, many changes threaten the region during the ‘70s. First, the large hospital
Erasmus is built in ’71 on the border between the city of Brussels and Pajottenland. Secondly, plans emerge
to build a new highway (A8) between Brussels and France, cutting Pajottenland in half. Farmers and
citizens protest heavily in ’75 against these plans and responsible politicians finally give in, building the
highway further south. A planned scrapyard is also cancelled after protest from the local population,
showing their reactions towards plans that threaten the area. However, the worst is yet to come. In ’78 the
Walt Disney Corporation presents the plan to create a Disney attraction park around the old castle in
Gaasbeek, at that time still owned by the state. Luckily, a couple of politicians and heavy protest from
Wallonia counters those plans. As Belgium is a federal state, the same amount of money has to go to
Flanders and Wallonia, which would have been very difficult with such a large investment. Soon after, new
regional plans are developed protecting agricultural land from being turned into industrial or housing land.
AGRICULTURAL UNIONISM
Agricultural unionism sees an unquestionable evolution during the period from 1970 to 1990. ABS
broadens its activity in the region, establishes a proper secretary and has many active members. BB, on the
other hand, reconsiders its internal organisation in ’71. The three internal structures including farmers,
farming women and farming youth are each divided in two parts, one focusing on technical aspects and the
other on social issues. For the social part, they discuss topics such as what to do with children on the farm,
health, traffic, insurances, etc. (G). Thanks to this, BB builds a strong sociocultural movement, bringing
farmers closer to the remaining rural population. The whole cultural aspect was overall the best thing BB
did. They created cohesion among the population, but also linked them further to BB (D).
Towards the end of the ‘70s, a couple of farmers gather and form the Boerengroep as a response to
the liberal-oriented policy within ABS. They form a socially engaged informal group, to the example of the
Boerengroep in Wageningen, and take part in several demonstrations. ABS was rather corporatist, they
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defended the rights of the farmers, but weren’t very socially engaged. They happened to be very
conservative and anti-BB, but not necessarily progressive. They pleaded for private property, Boerengroep
on the other hand was much more socially and communist inspired (B). Boerengroep never became a formal
organisation or movement, but their biggest achievement was the farmers market they established in
Gaasbeek in 1981.
The introduction of the European milk quota system in ’84 creates tensions within ABS and finally
leads to the separation and creation of the Flemish Agrarian Center (VAC), led by three leading farmers in
’85 (Coppein, 2005). In the beginning, VAC carries three pillars within its organisation: a farmers union, a
social movement (better collaboration among farmers) and a service centre, but only the latter survives.
In the beginning, there was much protest against BB and ABS and for a different agricultural policy, but
as years went by and no other policy came into force, only the VAC service centre survived, helping the
farmers to deal with the current policy. In that way, it became more of a form of assistance, rather than a
farmers union (D).
Farmers do not mind the complex situation of the farmers unions in Pajottenland. They do not commit to
one single farmers union, but shift from one to another when they like. Some of them have a membership
in three different organisations in order to get the best out of it: to benefit from insurance at BB, part of
VAC for the services they provide, and ABS because their neighbour is part of it (D). Even within families,
men and women are sometimes divided: In certain families the man would be absolutely against BB and
the woman would be part of the women’s association of BB, nothing exceptional in Pajottenland (E).
Farmers know very well where to obtain the best information or the most effective support, they rather
choose what fits best their needs.
KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE
The UPA organises training until ’75, after which they quit their activity in the region. In ’78 the
ABS takes over these tasks and creates the National Agrarian Centre (NAC). Not to be confused with the
VAC, this emerging organisation also provides training, technical assistance and extension services, but
which only becomes active in the region seven years later. Within BB, the Farmers Guilds are organised in
different groups per municipality, specialised in particular topics: poultry, dairy, cereals, etc.
Farmers Guilds were about knowledge exchange, professional courtesy, farming excursions, technical
magazines, reunions in groups or between several groups and with a guest speaker, or technical training
during wintertime. […] Training enabled farmers to get to know each other better and to ask questions:
“did you already experience this or that, I’m confronted to this and that…” Such contact among farmers
was at least as important as the technical knowledge they gained. What they got from each other was the
most essential (G).
The ministry of agriculture organises assistance in different forms too. They create model farms where new
varieties are tested and the most modern techniques are demonstrated to the interested farmers.
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’90-’18: FROM FARMER TO ENTREPRENEUR
During the period from 1990 to 2018, agricultural industrialisation continues and drives the
remaining family farms further apart from the industrialised farms. In addition, this period is characterised
by a decreasing number of farmers, mainly due to growing administrative and economic pressure,
increasing input prices and decreasing delivery prices. As a reaction to this trend, certain farmers continue
self-processing and self-marketing their products, but even among them, many quit.
FARM MANAGEMENT
The modernisation of the farms, already initiated on certain farms during the previous period, now
reaches all the farms. Thanks to the conservatism and pride of the local farmers, certain traditional farming
techniques remained longer in this area compared to other areas (E). However, all of these techniques
disappear during the ’90s because of dominating modernisation. Moreover, the introduction of electronics
and robotics, in the early 21st century, leads to an even greater shift from farmer to entrepreneur, having to
deal with computer-managed machines. As a consequence, no space is left for diversity on the farm. The
entire agricultural system tends toward a maximisation of production: dual-purpose cows almost totally
disappear, they only remain on a handful of farms, fodder ratios are calculated in such a way that cows
assimilate the food as quickly as possible and turn it into as much milk or meat as possible. Thanks to
higher use of inputs, pesticides and fertilisers, crop rotation can be shortened to benefit specialisation. Even
self-marketers specialise and search for niche markets to which they shape their entire production.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
Only a few local processors manage to survive within the trend of maximisation and
industrialisation. They are overtaken by export-oriented processors such as the potato industry, dominated
by Lutosa, or the vegetable freezing industry, coming over from West-Flanders but disseminating
throughout the entire country. The remaining enterprises to which farmers sell their products are Aveve
(retailer owned by BB), the sugar factory in Tienen, Dobbeleer Mills in Halle and Olympia dairy in
Herfelingen. Potatoes are almost exclusively grown under contract and the cows go directly to the
slaughterhouse. It used to be all small business managers the farmers were dealing with on regional scale.
Today only the big ones survive who have largely transcended province borders (E). Most often, the same
companies provide animal fodder, pesticides, fertilisers and seeds, and are at the same time buying up the
harvest of the farmers. Sometimes they lock the farmer into an economic squeeze and when the farmer goes
bankrupt, they take over the business. Of course, the farmer can stay on the farm, but only as an employee.
In former times, the farmer was dealing with economics, he marketed his products himself and was a pricemaker. He sold his cows to the animal merchant, his cereals to the mill, etc. Today he doesn’t know any
more which price he will get for his milk or what his cow will be worth at the slaughterhouse, he becomes
a price-taker (A).
Farmers became price-takers from the moment that industrialisation came into force at in- and output side.
The farm remained a family business, squeezed by the industry (E).
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Many farmers get into financial troubles as their salary is subject to high fluctuations due to heavy
competition, the free market, shrinking delivery prices and increasing input prices. Food wasn’t more
expensive in the 60s and 70s, but at least we gained a living from it. […] Food becomes too cheap. A farmer
doesn’t get a single euro any more for a kilogram of pork. The problem is that the pigs aren’t owned by the
farmers any more, the fodder industry owns it all. Chicken, beef and milk will most likely be the next ones
to follow that trend (C). Farmers have to choose between a continuous expansion and product maximisation
of their farms, or a radically opposed way: self-processing, self-marketing, organic production or any other
niche where they can ensure a proper living. Indeed, many farmers quit. And when their sons take over,
they do it as a secondary job because you don’t make a living any more with 20-30 ha. Only the ones who
remained small started to grow organic or who reached a niche market by growing vegetables. […] For
me, farmers like us aren’t paid enough. After all, we ensure people’s health (D).
Things got much better after we joined the farmers market in Gaasbeek and we started our own on-farm
dairy and bakery. Now my kids own a proper salary, and me too (C).
RURAL AND AGRICULTURAL POLICIES
In the year 1992 the CAP undergoes its first reform, shifting from market-driven support to
production-driven support. Moreover, it encourages farmers to produce in a more environmentally friendly
way. Only from 2003 onwards, the production-driven support (coupled support) is slowly transformed into
direct payments (decoupled support), according to quality rather than quantity of production. Rising
environmental awareness leads to the establishment of the Nitrates Directive in 1991, giving birth to the
Belgian Mestactieplan (MAP) emerging in 1993. Following the new directive, farmers are bound to a
certain amount and frequency of fertilisers or manure they can bring out in the fields. Helicopters were
flying round to check whether farmers would be using fertilisers when they weren’t allowed to (G).
Farmers are more heavily controlled on their practices and are obliged to accomplish a continuously
increasing amount of administrative work. This is one of the reasons why farmers got sick of their job. Even
those whose farm was running well, suffered from never ending administrative tasks as they had never
followed any administrative training. They were running in circles with their documents and couldn’t keep
track of what was happening (G). In addition, fines become higher for those who are not in line with the
rules: taking away their subsidies was a heavy punishment as these were essential for their survival.
Farmers didn’t understand why they would lose their subsidies if they weren’t in line with the fertilisation
regulations. Actually, it was a means of the government to control the farmers, making them dependent on
subsidies. It gave rise to moral stress and discontent among farming families and made farming become
less attractive to potential farm successors (G).
Things get even more complicated with the introduction of nature reserves and management
agreements, aiming at a nature-inclusive way of farming. Not a single farmer was happy with these
measurements, it only increased the number of rules and regulations each was confronted to. They wouldn’t
accept the fact that an external body would come and tell them how they had to farm in order to preserve
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the environment and the landscape. According to the farmers, they were dealing the best with the landscape,
and this since many centuries (F).
The biggest farms proportionally get the most governmental support, even though it is mostly these
farmers having the largest impact on the environment. The politicians, bankers and industrial managers
keep on promoting expansion and production maximisation. What I don’t understand is why the big ones
always got all of the attention instead of the family farms as ours, and there were so many in Flanders at
that time. We never asked for any financial help, we were managing on our own, whereas those big farms
always needed more support. A farm of 500 cows isn’t profitable neither, that’s what I can’t believe (C).
I know a farmer in Kester and he tells me that his son wants to take over. They had 40-50 cows and he says
he will renew his old barn and build one for 60 cows. I tell him that if he takes care of it, he’ll perfectly
manage to earn good living. However, going to the bank, they say they’ll only give him money if he builds
a barn for a hundred cows. I’m not joking. The farmer has no choice, he takes 100 cows, doesn’t eat,
doesn’t know where to put so much manure and has a whole lot of problems. And that farm was running
so well before, it’s unbelievable how they managed to destroy it (C).
Those farmers with huge farms, you should photograph them today and then again in five years and
compare how they evolve over time. They think they’ll conquer the world with their cows, but it won’t be
true. I know many farms where there are problems because of too much work. We all believe we can do
more than we really can (A).
Even though export is not directly subsidised any more, Europe is still aiming at export-oriented
production. The GATT negotiations in ’94 and the creation of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in ’95
illustrate this trend. Later followed by TTIP and CETA to improve and expand free trade. Europe takes an
important role in these negotiations. The farmer gets something in return, a small compensation, but in the
end, he remains the main victim (G).
AGRICULTURAL UNIONISM
The three main union movements within Pajottenland remain BB, ABS and VAC. The latter
extends its activity during the ‘90s, mainly thanks to its proper extension services and accountancy support.
The high farmers’ involvement in farmers unions, as it was the case during ’70-’90, is shrinking due to a
decreasing number of farmers and hence an increasing distance between those who remain. Moreover, the
new generation of farmers is less interested in farmers unions. Young farmers are only to be found in
professional associations within their domain, but apart from that, you won’t see them any more (E).
KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE
This last period bears serious modifications in terms of knowledge exchange. From the early ‘90s
onwards, extension services change from being state-organised to being dominated by the private sector.
Extension services organised by the ministry of agriculture has actually almost entirely disappeared due
to a lack of funding (G). After the introduction of the MAP, advisory services altered from technical and
economic-oriented advice towards support to cope with the new and more complex regulations. These
services become a means of supporting the farmers in how to deal with the growing amount of
administrative tasks. The remaining technical advice has to be paid for, or is organised by companies selling
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agrochemical products or animal fodder. The companies send out private consultants who must convince
the farmers that their products are the best. We’re not deciding anything ourselves any more. A consultant
with a university degree comes by and tells us what we need. Of course, you can refuse to buy their products,
but then you’ll have to deal with it yourself and find your own way. Each year their products change and
you’re not allowed to use the previous ones any more (C).
On the other hand, a handful of agricultural research centres exist where farmers can get advice or
take part in trainings. In the region, the centre for fruit production in Roosdaal/Pamel invites fruit growers
and other farmers during for specific meetings or trainings. Other agricultural centres are situated in the
main growing areas of Flanders but are, unfortunately, too far away from Pajottenland. Even the close by
Walloon centre CARAH is not accessible for the farmers because of the language barrier, lessons being all
in French.
The decreasing number of farmers has its effect on the Farmers Guilds within BB too. These are
restructured and instead of organising a meeting in every village or small region, they have to cover larger
areas and are therefore centralised to make their work more efficient. Only few Farmers Guilds still
organise individual accompaniment by organising four meetings a year. Today it is all organised by larger
entities and one Farmers Guild takes the lead over a larger area (G).
In certain cases, knowledge exchange happens directly among farmers. The farmers market in
Gaasbeek is, for instance, a catalyser for knowledge exchange and stimulates more farmers to commit to
self-processing and self-marketing. We initiated a trend by organising the farmers market and now many
farmers have followed our example. Some of them did better than others, but often the wife goes working
outdoors (C). On the other hand, self-processing and marketing is not accessible to everyone: You have to
be willing to process and market your products and the way you market them is crucial. You need to
establish a good contact with the consumers (C). Some farmers are more reluctant to copy their colleagues
and the first organic farmers were, for instance, seen as outsiders, even though they earned a good living.
When I converted to organic, the other farmers definitely noticed, but they wouldn’t come to visit my farm.
They wouldn’t copy what I do. [...] Although I have a good relationship with them and they approve what I
do, they wouldn’t get to the point of changing their practices. They wouldn’t change and this has to do with
them sitting on their tractor, they aren’t connected to the ground any more. Actually, it is all about getting
down from the tractor and getting your hands to the soil again (D).
We have lost our sensibility to the ground. Now everything is done mechanically and growing organic is
viewed upon as going backwards (A).
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CONCLUSION TO FARMING HISTORY OF PAJOTTENLAND
The farming history of Pajottenland sheds a light on the identity of the people from Pajottenland.
However, their identity is not easy to grasp and is difficult to picture entirely. Some typical traits describing
their identity, that came up during the interviews and the processing of the information are: creative,
stubborn, independent, combative, conservative, self-taught, opportunistic, traditionalist, proud, does not
like to be taken in tow, autonomous, unfathomable, self-righteous, quirky.
The typical people from Pajottenland are best to describe by the geuzen2 attitude they take. Their mentality
is close to that of the geuzen as they aren’t loyal disciples of a certain ideology, they prefer to do it their
way (E).
Both the people’s mentality and its geographical situation explains how Pajottenland was partly
saved from agricultural industrialisation as it happened in other regions of Flanders, in Europe and in the
world. Led by their stubbornness and their mentality, the people from Pajottenland have continued to march
against the expansion and production maximisation of their farms. Thanks to this, they maintained the
decisional power over their lands. As a consequence, they managed, to a certain extent, to protect their
family farms and they will continue doing so in the future. However, they are concerned about the future
developments in the region and what will happen to their farms. Still, they will not let others take away the
assets of their region: the fertile soil and the proximity to the city of Brussels. Even though industrialised
farms and family farms get driven apart, the latter still hope to receive one day the recognition for the good
work they did over centuries in terms of landscape conservation, food sovereignty, and social cohesion.

2

Historically a group of Dutch nobles, opposing in 1566 the Spanish rule in the Netherlands during the Eighty
Years’ War. The term is later adopted in Flanders to design a quirky and rebellious mentality.
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4.2

FROM PAST TO PRESENT
The Farming History of Pajottenland sheds light on how agriculture has evolved in the region and

on the agricultural lock-ins that have emerged. In the following section, the Farming History will be
discussed by putting it in relation to what has been experienced and observed with the farmers during the
research. Whenever referring to the words of a farmer, citation is written in italics, followed by the farmer’s
substitute English name and the date on which (s)he spoke.

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIALISATION AND PRIVATISATION OF EXTENSION
SERVICES
One of the major trends in the Farming History of Pajottenland is the industrialisation of the
farming and food system. Both farmers and processors are encouraged to expand, aiming at production
maximisation and homogenisation. This has put serious economic and financial pressure on farms and has
forced many operators to quit farming or to search another job outside the farm. Hence it can be concluded
that the economic squeeze between increasing input costs and fluctuating output prices is pushing many
farmers out of production (Fares et al., 2012; Louah et al., 2015; van der Ploeg, 2008). In Flanders this is
clearly illustrated by the decreasing number of farms (Figure 14) and their increasing average areas, from
around 10 ha in 2001 to 25 ha in 2015 (Departement Landbouw en Visserij, 2015).

FIG 14: NUMBER OF FLEMISH FARMS BETWEEN 2001 AND 2015
SOURCE: DEPARTEMENT LANDBOUW EN VISSERIJ , 2016

Another trend that can be noted in the Farming History is the degradation of local knowledge due
to increasing farmer’s dependence on artificial inputs, following recommendations provided by the
industry. This trend is reinforced by the privatisation of extension services and the disappearance of public
agricultural knowledge infrastructure. Technical advising is often taken over by companies that sell
pesticides and other agricultural inputs, locking in farmers institutionally and technically. This is not only
the case in Pajottenland, but has been revealed by several authors as a general trend (Klerkx and Leeuwis,
2008; Meynard et al., 2012; Vanloqueren and Baret, 2008). In the Farming History, farmers agreed that if
one refuses to listen to private counsellors, he has to search his own way to find the knowledge he deems
necessary. In other countries, the lack of independent and free knowledge exchange gave birth to several
farmers’ initiatives such as the FFS (Vaarst, 2007). (Departement Landbouw en Visserij, 2016)
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BECOMING PRICE-MAKERS AGAIN
Dissatisfaction is growing among farmers about the stricter rules and regulations to which they
must comply (see Farming History). Farmers feel hindered in their work and suffer from an increasing pile
of administrative tasks. Everything is decided by others, without asking our opinion. I’m fed up with
working under more severe rules and criteria, but having to sell on the world market anyway. This is no
longer possible any more (Lonnie, 15/01/2018). Lonnie expresses his mistrust towards politics and the
dichotomy that reigns between national regulations and norms of the world market. Just as Oreszczyn et al.
(2010) state, farmers often perceive policies as lacking common sense. In addition to policies defining rules
and regulations, processing industries define wheat criteria to which the farmers have to comply if they
want to sell their products. Last year I had for example a batch of excellent quality winter wheat, very high
in protein. Yet, at the industrial mill, they decided it wasn’t clean enough so they declassified it from food
to feed. I don’t want to continue this game any more; they’re fooling around with us. That’s why I contacted
the cooperative mill, hoping they would be more respectful (Lonnie, 15/01/2018).
From the Farming History too, we learn that producers and processors have grown apart over the
years and became strangers to each other. Today the dialogue between them becomes more difficult and is
almost non-existent, whereas in former times (Farming History) farmers and processors knew each other
well and could discuss about prices and quality criteria. Furthermore, farmers are being encouraged to shift
from being producers to being managers and marketers as a means to survive in a neo-liberal climate
(Kerkhove, 1993; Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2008). Hence, relations became purely business-oriented and
economic-oriented, not human-based any more. As a consequence, prices and criteria became rigid and
equal for all farmers. Ron explains how this trend finally persuaded him to become organic: Even though I
was growing conventional, I tried to use as little pesticides as possible. However, it took more effort, the
yield was lower and the price didn’t change. At a certain point it didn’t make sense any more as I wasn’t
rewarded for the efforts made, so I decided to convert to organic. Since that day, everything is going well
and I’m happy I made that decision (Ron 24/02/2018). The transition towards higher farmer’s
empowerment is a transition from price-taker to price-maker, enhancing mutual respect and trust between
the actors in the food chain.

WAIT AND SEE WHICH WAY THE WIND BLOWS
The Farming History of Pajottenland suggests a strong identity and pride of the farmers from the
region and their desire to remain independent from industry or external help. This attitude also helps to
explain the reluctance several farmers showed towards the project. Young farmer John expressed his
feelings when he was told about the network the first time: As a farmer, I would prefer to remain
independent from the mill and the brewery. I wouldn’t want to work for them, but with them. Farmers want
to protect their individuality, they don’t want to become an integral part of something else (John,
27/01/2017). He is not the only one with mixed feelings about the network. One of the farmer couples
clearly state they do not want to attend any meetings any more: We have joined so many initiatives and
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farmer groups in the past, but they never turned out in anything truly useful. We invested a lot of time, but
at the end it’s just talking and talking and nothing comes out of it (Gil, 13/02/2018). Her reaction was
definitely the most radical one farmers emitted. A third farmer explains that on many farms the economic
situation is so tight that they prefer to wait and see which way the wind blows before engaging in a new
initiative. She says: Rather than saying: “we would like to do this or this”, you should say: “we will do this
and this”. Make it as concrete as possible if you want to involve farmers (Annie, 07/03/2018). Her husband
illustrates exactly what she means. He was not interested in the network at all and even before meeting the
coordinator of the network, he did not believe a young person, not even from the region, could set up
anything serious. However, when he accidentally met the miller from the cooperative mill at a local football
game, he listened to his story in a different way and showed more interest. The position one speaks from
and the way one addresses farmers determines their reaction. The described incident proves that a miller or
a student speaking to a farmer will generate a different reaction.

BEING CRAZY, BUT CONFIDENT
Several actors in the network mentioned at one point how they had to deal with being different,
and how other people would label them as crazy. According to van der Ploeg (2008), agroecological
practices are often not understood and thus labelled as crazy or irrational. Both farmers and processors
approved this statement. When we converted to organic, in 1988, the people and farmers from the village
would come and gaze at us from the street while we were working in the field. They made fun of us and
couldn’t believe how crazy we were to grow organic (Monika, 02/02/2018). During harvest, Tim admits
fearing that neighbouring farmers and agricultural contractors would judge him because he has four
different wheat varieties on one plot and that the contractor would not be willing to harvest them separately
out of time pressure (see Appendix XII). At the bakery, the story is similar: Converting our bakery from
conventional to artisan, we lost 80% of our clients. They thought we were crazy baking sourdough bread
and using local flour. Today we built an entirely new clientele, coming from much further away to buy our
bread (Kate, 10/02/2018). And the brewers too were struggling to get the recognition for the exemplary
work they did, valuing a slow and expensive, but high quality process, totally opposed to the rapid, cheap
and ordinary products other breweries deliver. Justin, the miller from the cooperative mill concludes: The
engineers in the village thought I was crazy, they never believed the midget (old type of mill) could be fixed
again. They used to call me the crazy Englishman. Today they see what we have managed and they gain
more confidence. In this network we are all a bit the crazy men, that’s why we have to instil each other with
confidence, also James and Steve, the first farmers to join the FFS (Justin, 10/02/2018).
In this regard, the farmers market in Gaasbeek, described in the Farming History, gave a proper
opportunity for those were opposed to the industrialisation of the farming system to market their products.
Farmers could not only sell their products for a decent price, they finally received the esteem they deserved
for the quality products they produced. Moreover, the price commission prevented competition for prices,
but enabled competition for quality. Hence, farmers were encouraged to increase quality rather than
decreasing the price. Louah et al. (2015) express the importance of creating a safe learning space within
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farmers networks. The safe learning space and the collective approach should empower farmers and make
them less vulnerable to judgement by others, just because they are different. By improving collaboration
and increasing respect between farmers and processors, the actors in the network are encouraged to become
confident with being crazy.

CONCLUSION TO RQ 1
Having taken a closer look at the farming history of Pajottenland and the impact it has on today’s
farmers, we feel able to answer our first research question: To which extent does the Farming History of
Pajottenland and the geography of the region form an enabling environment for creating a cereal network
between farmers and processors?
Traditional mixed family farms are still present in the region, even though they no longer make up
the majority of farms. Having maintained a certain degree of autonomy in decision making and production,
these farmers seem to be more willing to participate in local initiatives. Secondly, discontent among these
farmers is growing concerning the industrialisation of the farming and food system and the stricter rules
and criteria they have to comply with. Thirdly, the strong identity of the farmers in the region makes that
they will not easily let go of their lands. They want to farm it their way and do not accept much support
from outside. On the other hand, we noticed they are uncertain about the future and doubt whether the way
they have always farmed will survive. These four elements formed an enabling environment for setting up
a cereal network.
In addition, we would like to reflect on what we have learned from this historical part and give
recommendations for future networks to establish. Before taking off with the project and setting up a cereal
network, we thought it necessary to get to know the region and the people we would be working with.
Likewise, a farmer building a barn will first carefully assess the soil and the building material (s)he must
work with before taking off with the work. If not, the foundations might not be stable enough and the barn
may collapse after a couple of years. Our process of looking at the agricultural history within the region
has proven to be a unique reality check, giving credibility to the history as it is written and providing a
foundation for using the history to better understand decision making in the current social and political
farming environment.
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4.3

PRESENT: FARMER FIELD SCHOOL
In order to give an overview to the reader of the different outcomes from the FFS, we divided this

section in three parts: observed interactions and information flows, concluding interview and what did we
learn from setting up a FFS. The first part discusses the observations and reflections that were made by the
core team during the process. The second part concentrates on the farmers’ point of view and how they
experienced the process of taking part in a FFS. The third part, finally discusses what we have learnt from
setting up a FFS and what we can recommend. We will end this section by answering the related research
question.

OBSERVED INTERACTIONS AND INFORMATION FLOWS
To our surprise, during the process of the Farmers Field School, interaction with the farmers
happened very spontaneously. Although both farmers participating in the FFS were busy during the week,
studying or working outdoors, they were eager to join the meetings we proposed and they did not show any
sign of reluctance when it came to interaction or knowledge sharing.
During the technical meeting at the mill on the 10th of February, a technical sheet (Appendix VI)
was handed out and practical steps were discussed to be sure that everybody knew what to do and how to
proceed. Even though James and Steve did not have much experience with organic farming, we invited
them to think of how to establish an organic trial. It turned out that they knew more about organic farming
practices than we had expected. Hence, a dialogue took place in which several practices were discussed
and the growing cycle was explored in detail.
During the following weeks, James would ask me questions related to farming practices: whether
the soil was ready for ploughing, how deep to plough, at what density to sow or at what time, etc. His
expectations of me having ready-made answers illustrated how he granted me the role of an expert. When
I asked Tim what he would recommend to do and he did not have a clear answer either, it became clear to
me that growing cereals is not simply following a recipe. Wielinga and Vrolijk (2009) describe the type of
knowledge that offers ready-made answers as accepted knowledge. However the FFS’s aim is to let farmers
take ownership over their knowledge instead of receiving it ready-made from an external expert (Vaarst et
al., 2007). In order to do so, James and Steve had to be made aware that they are the real experts on their
fields, not the scientists. This revealed to be a mental challenge both for the farmers and for me, because it
reversed the dominant roles and ways of knowing (Pimbert, 2011), hence taking down a cognitive lock-in.
I told James to call Steve and ask his opinion about the best ploughing time. From then on, James had no
hesitation in calling Steve to ask his opinion on other practices. As a farmer’s son, Steve had a lot of
knowledge and could ask his father whenever needed, whereas James did not have any farming family and
had to deal with it all by himself.
Vaarst et al. (2011) agree that farmers have to be made aware of the fact that they, and not
necessarily scientists, are the real experts on many practical issues in farming. To her concern, the
facilitator of the FFS, in this case a student researcher, has to decode and refrain from being an expert in
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order to commit to the role of facilitator. Although we did not divide roles as strictly in our case due to the
restricted size of the group, we made sure to empower the farmers as much as possible in the process of
knowledge sharing and taking ownership over the knowledge. As a consequence, Steve did not hesitate to
share an invitation to a tine weeding demonstration he received or to share documentation on organic pest
management. This shows how easily information was exchanged within the FFS.
Steve’s biggest fear for carrying out an organic trial was not being able to prevent cereal diseases.
Luckily the spring was dry and warm and only very few insect pests and pathogen-causing diseases
appeared. At a certain point Lema cyanella was observed in James’ field. It gave rise to a small discussion,
but farmers rapidly concluded that damage would be insignificant, having observed the very low invasion
rate. Weeds, on the other hand, had to be managed more carefully. As both farmers did not own a tine
weeder, James asked a neighbouring organic farmer if he could use his weeder and he proposed Steve to
tine weed together. The first test was efficient and both farmers gained confidence in the practice. Although,
at a certain point Steve refused to tine weed a second time. Even though conditions were favourable, he
believed the wheat was too big already and driving through it would bring too much damage. Again, I was
confronted with the difficult position I was in, enhancing learning, without interfering too much. I called
Tim and Ron, both more experienced with tine weeding to have their advice and forwarded it to Steve. In
addition, when James told me he would tine weed a second time, I asked him to propose Steve to tine weed
both fields together. At the end it worked out well and Steve contacted me to let me know that he did tine
weed his field a second time with James.
The influence of soil quality on the growing crop has been clearly demonstrated on James’ field.
It was the first year he was cultivating the field, as he had recently purchased this property. However, until
last year the field was divided in two, the lower part was a permanent pasture and the upper part an arable
field. As the upper plot had been cropped by many different farmers and agricultural contractors, soil
conditions were in a bad shape. The difference between lower and upper parts were thus obvious to any
observer. The spring wheat on the lower half was growing well, standing tall and with beautiful spikes,
whereas on the upper half the wheat was scattered, small and with few grains in the spikes. During harvest
the lower part yielded almost twice as much as the upper part. Calvin, Steve’s father, commented that this
was not surprisingly, as the previous farmers had mined the soil. In addition, higher fields are often more
prone to soil erosion, especially when they are not managed carefully, whereas lower fields tend to
accumulate the loss of top soil from the higher fields. Calvin recommended James to add chalk and manure
to the upper part, a couple of years in a row and assess how the soil would evolve. James plans to grow a
grass-clover mixture over the next year(s) in order to give rest to the soil and build up again the organic
matter content. These two different soil conditions within one field illustrate the agroecological approach
of adapting techniques to site-specific conditions. Indeed, instead of setting up a general recipe to be applied
uniformly on all the fields within a farm, farmers using an agroecological approach look at every niche
within a farm and how they need to be managed differently (Altieri, 2002).
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CONCLUDING INTERVIEW
During the concluding interview with James and Steve, different topics were addressed while
assessing their experiences in the FFS. The main ones were their motivation for participation, the learning
that took place, the price, their perception on organic farming and the cereal network. Each of these will be
discussed next.
Asking James and Steve for their motivation to join the FFS, they both mentioned their curiosity
for such a project. As Steve explains, he is always willing to try something new, however doing it on your
own is too risky and you feel too isolated. Therefore, having a project which brings farmers together and
which rewards them for taking the challenge was a reason enough to join. James’ motivation was slightly
different: As I only started farming recently, I still have many things to learn. The FFS was thus the ideal
opportunity for me to get in contact with other farmers and to improve my techniques. The technical input
and help I received was very welcome (James 12/08/’18). Even though only two out of eight farmers
accepted the invitation to take part in the FFS, Steve did not see a big risk in joining the project. Working
with local processors and having the certainty from the beginning to get a good price per tonne, should
motivate many farmers, in his opinion. However, he adds that most farmers in the region are dairy farmers
who often need their all of their fields to grow fodder for the cows. Out of the eight visited farmers during
the 1st scouting phase, four are dairy farmers. This brings up the necessity to get to know the region and the
farmers’ situations well in order to target them more efficiently for a given project. Although Steve and
James agree that young farmers would be more willing to participate in such a project, two young farmers
all of a sudden withdrew from the project after having showed their initial interest. They did not give a
clear explanation for their sudden withdrawal, but different clues made us understand that their fathers did
not want them to join the project. We did not insist, but proposed them to come along whenever a meeting
or a visit would be organised. They did not show up to any of the activities, but also did not ask not to be
informed any more. Family relations can be a delicate topic and frictions between father and son are not
unusual in farming circles. From these incidents we learned how difficult it is to predict whether or not a
farmer might be interested to join such a project and that farmers’ motivations need to be handled with
delicacy. Social relations and related social lock-ins need to be handled even more carefully, especially
family situations (e.g. father-son relations) which may appear to be a most difficult lock-in to overcome.
We will not dig deeper into this issue out of respect for the farmers.
The first positive outcome from the FFS both James and Steve mentioned was the learning that
took place (see Table 7). Being able to interact with other farmers, more experienced with organic cereal
growing was helpful for both of them. They appreciated the input Tim gave during the meetings and were
glad to have visited Ron’s farm. Steve even recommended other conventional farmers to visit Ron and gain
more insight into organic cereal farming. However, the most instructive event, both for James and Steve,
was to test the tine weeder. In the beginning I was a bit sceptical about the tine weeder. I didn’t believe it
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would work, but after all, it went very well […]
The very first time I tine harrowed the field, I
was very anxious about destroying the wheat. A
couple days later, indeed, I didn’t observe any
damage any more (Steve 12/08/’18). Tine
weeding is a rather delicate task as it has to be
done at the right moment, at a very early stage
of weed seedling emergence, under drying
weather conditions, not too aggressively in
order to preserve the wheat, but not too soft
either in order to take out enough weeds. Steve
explained that fine tuning the tine weeder is
difficult, but once it is done, it does its job
properly. Therefore, both agreed that tine

TABLE 7: ILLUSTRATION OF OBSERVED LEARNING

An illustration of learning that took place was the
dead crow found on James’ field (Figure 15),
shortly after the first common field visit. As sowing
was recently done, we discussed the issue of crows
and doves picking out the seeds. One of the farmers
mentioned the apparently highly effective, but not
commonly used technique of putting a dead crow in
the middle of the field. The dead crow would scare
off other crows and the seeds would be safe. We did
not go more into detail and James did not inform
anybody later about putting it into practice, but soon
after a dead crow was located in his field. It shows
the open mindedness of the young farmer towards
locally adapted or agroecological practices. He is not
yet totally committed to traditional practices, and
thus is willing to try whatever works.

weeding together was very efficient as one
could walk behind it and comment while the
other was driving. Steve looked for more
information on the internet and James asked for
advice when borrowing the tine weeder from his
neighbouring farmer, but testing it was the best
way for both to master the technique.

FIG 15: DE AD CROW IN THE FIELD

Furthermore, being so satisfied with the results
and by doing it together, they are willing to accompany other farmers managing this technique in the future.
In this way farmers networks and collective learning have the potential of making the agricultural and food
system more sustainable (Lamine et al., 2012).
At the beginning of the project, the farmers had the option between a price per tonne or per hectare.
Both chose a price per tonne. Payment per tonne is the fairest for the producer and for the buyer. If harvest
is bad, that means the farmer didn’t do a good job (Steve 12/08/’18). James agrees that a payment per tonne
is the normal way of doing and the one everybody feels most comfortable with. The farmer indeed has a
lot of responsibility, but that’s also what we do it for. Otherwise we could just sow the field and not care
about it any more, we would receive a payment per hectare anyway, that wouldn’t be fair (Steve 12/08/’18).
They are definitely not in favour of a price per hectare, James adds that everybody wants to produce good
quality, as long as they get a good price. As we read in the Farming History, farmers depend too heavily on
subsidies to make a living. Farmers don’t like subsidies, they don’t want them. Europe pays subsidies in
order to have cheap food, but give the farmer a reasonable price and the problems will be solved (Steve
12/08/’18). In addition, wheat prices on the world market became independent from the conditions in a
given region or country. Belgian conditions do not influence wheat prices any more. Today the price is high
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because yields were low both in Europe and Russia. In Belgium we have no influence on the price at all,
we just have to undergo the fluctuation (Steve 12/08/’18). Coming back to the trials, James and Steve were
surprised how little investment it took to grow organic spring wheat: There was the leasing cost for the
field, the sowing and the harrowing, that’s it (James 12/08/’18). Even though Steve’s organic fields yielded
half as much as his conventional fields, he made more or less the same money in both systems thanks to
the absence of inputs and the higher price he received for his organic cereals. However, remunerating the
farmers’ labour is another issue. Which hourly wage should a farmer ask, what is an hour of farming labour
worth? (James 12/08/’18). Steve explains that farmers are not used to count their working hours: We get
the price we get and when there is money left after paying back the debts, the better it is (Steve 12/08/’18).
Ultimately, we would like to assist the farmers of the network in calculating and to determine the true cost
of a product, taking into account investments, inputs and the farmer’s wage.
Asking them how their perception of organic agriculture changed after the experience, Steve
explains he understands better now what it means to grow organic. However, he will not change practices
on his conventional fields. When something goes wrong in organic, you have to undergo the consequences,
whereas in conventional you can always try to redress the situation. That’s why in organic you follow up
better the crops (Steve 12/08/’18). Steve touches upon something the farmers mentioned in the Farming
History too: organic is about going back to the soil, it is about getting your hands dirty again. James, on the
other hand, was already more experienced with organic farming as he is converting his fields to organic. I
had a pretty clear idea on organics as I had already worked on organic farms before. But what struck me
the most is the overall organic approach and how different it is from the conventional approach (James
12/08/’18). James experienced how different growing conditions were between the upper and the lower
parts of his field. For him, observing field conditions and being able to discuss them with other farmers was
highly relevant for his personal learning. In school we don’t learn a lot about organic farming and we don’t
learn to read the landscape or assess soil quality ourselves. That’s why the FFS was so important to me
(James 12/08/’18). Finally, James adds that if we had to redo the FFS next year, he would prefer to grow
winter wheat instead of spring wheat. This year’s reduced sowing period due to the climatic conditions
caused him some stress for ploughing and seeding in time. Winter wheat has a longer possible sowing
period and has a higher yield.
Steve observes an overall trend of conventionalisation and industrialisation of organic agriculture.
Just as James, he therefore values the network’s approach in local production and processing. To me,
working with local processors added value to the project as it is in tune with my vision on organic farming
and short food supply chains (James 12/08/’18). Visiting the mill and the brewery gave credibility to the
project, because it revealed the interest some processors show in locally grown cereals. Both farmers are in
favour of bringing more farmers to the network, although Steve immediately adds they should not be too
many either. He does not think more can be done to attract farmers. You did a good job inviting all the
farmers to the different activities. Now farmers have to decide themselves whether or not to take part in the
network (Steve 12/08/’18). Steve himself, however, is not sure yet whether to participate again in next
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year’s FFS. He says it is not fair that conventional and organic farmers get the same price for a tonne of
wheat. Organic farmers have managed soil fertility over years, whereas I have residues of chemical
fertilisers and herbicides in my field from the previous crop (Steve 12/08/’18). Therefore, he would rather
withdraw from the project and give the chance to new farmers for coming in. James replies he does not
mind being paid the same as a conventional farmer as there is so much more going on than just producing
cereals. The knowledge exchange, the discussions, visits and experiments that took place, all had their value
and are even more significant because both organic and conventional farmers were involved.

WHAT DID WE LEARN FROM SETTING UP A FFS?
The FFS we set up with two farmers enabled us to test the FFS approach a first time before
potentially conducting it with a larger group of farmers during the following growing season. Even though
we only worked with a select group of farmers, which might not be as relevant for other farmers networks,
it helped us to gain insight from and experiment with how to conduct a FFS. Below certain elements we
learned from our experience are discussed.
We experienced how crucial it is in a FFS to establish a relation of trust among the participants.
Without trust the participants will not feel confident and might feel hindered in interacting or exchanging
knowledge. According to Kolleck and Bormann (2014), trust is essential in a network because “it absorbs
uncertainties, reduces the need for control and allows autonomy, promotes motivation and learning, and
supports innovation”. In addition, we argue that trust among the participants plays an important role in
making them confident with being different. We agree with Vaarst et al. (2011) that a FFS is as much a
social asset as a way of gaining technological insights. The project was created to empower and strengthen
the farmers, primarily by enabling them to take ownership over the FFS. It was presented to them as an
experience they could take part in, something to try and to learn from.
As mentioned, the human aspect was very important within the project and the personality of
every participant had to be valued and respected. Wenger (1998) approves that taking into account a sense
for identity in a group or network is crucial for the common learning. Sometimes I thought farmers were
rather reluctant towards certain topics or ideas, but only afterwards I understood they were actually very
interested. From those experiences I learned not to jump too quickly to conclusions. It was a difficult task
not wanting to control everything and not defining beforehand which path we had to follow. The most
important issue was to create a safe learning space in which farmers could feel free to express their
opinions (Louah et al., 2015). As Pretty (1995) argues: “the focus is less on what we learn, and more on
how we learn and with whom”. I could not take ownership over their learning, but had to be aware of my
own learning. Many authors have shown that a collective approach benefits both participants’ and
researchers’ learning (Méndez et al., 2016; Meynard et al., 2012; Vaarst, 2007). What we have learned, for
instance, is how valuable it was to merge young and old, conventional and organic farmers in the FFS. In
the beginning we thought this might be a hindrance, but after all, it served to enhance common learning
and understanding of each-other’s position. In the same way, I had to respect the farmer’s reaction when
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inviting new farmers to the network. Even though I had strongly hoped that the two young farmers, who
finally withdrew, would join the network, I could not force them to do so. It was crucial that farmers joined
the network freely and did not perceive any pressure of having to be there. As mentioned in the
methodology, the intention of the network is not to unite as many farmers as quickly as possible, but to
foster an improved and sustainable farmer-to-farmer and farmer-to-processor collaboration.
Finally, we experienced how crucial the role of a coordinator is for the longevity of the FFS and
the network. The coordinator organised the meetings, put people into contact and kept an eye on the
development within the FFS. He has the role of organising and facilitating, but should not be seen as an
expert (see observed interactions and information flows). According to Wielinga and Vrolijk (2009)
“networks require a free actor: someone who has the overview, the position and the capacity do what
appears to be necessary to keep the network healthy”. In the context of multi-actor innovation networks,
other authors talk about the involvement of innovation brokers as a key to foster food system redesign
(Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2008; Louah and Visser, 2016; Oreszczyn et al., 2010). In order to do so, the
coordinator needs to be able to navigate in unknown areas, and he needs to be able to expect the
unexpected, link the knowing to the unknowing, and handle the situation appropriately (Wielinga and
Vrolijk, 2009; Pimbert, 2011; Wood et al., 2014). As a consequence, we learned that setting up and
conducting a FFS is not following a recipe, it requires creativity and flexibility. The iterative process within
the action research cycle, as described in the methodology, helped us to assess the development within the
FFS and shift the process in order to meet the needs of the participants. The responsibility for decision
taking did not lie only with the coordinator, but with the core team. As important as the role of the
coordinator was the complementary composition of the core team, a farmer, a professor and a student. Each
of them had their angle of view, their background and their commitment, which made them a very effective
steering committee. Without the social capital and the practical approach of farmer Tim and the academic
perspective of professor Marjorie, the project would definitely have turned out differently. What is
important to understand is not to rely on one’s own viewpoint to coordinate a network, but to merge it with
viewpoints from others and broaden up to a wider perspective. In order to do so, the general knowledge
paradigm or ways of knowing (Pimbert, 2011) had to be questioned and participants had to feel comfortable
to ask questions. Or as Marjorie Parker (2016) says: “dare to put yourself in the place of not knowing”.
Finally, Wielinga and Vrolijk (2009) bring up the reflection of who should pay the coordinator. At the end,
farmers benefit most of his work, but they cannot be asked to pay for it. According to Vaarst et al. (2011),
farmers sometimes refuse to pay for a facilitator if he does not bring any expert knowledge. On the other
hand, relying on government funding might not be a truly sustainable option neither. Therefore, it was
important that the processors (the brewery and the cooperative mill) funded the project.
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CONCLUSION TO RQ 2
Looking back after one year of initiating and conducting a FFS, we can answer our second research
question: In which way does setting up a Farmer Field School foster trust building among early
participants?
Most important for building trust was to prove our commitment to the farmers and to make things
happen. The meetings, field trials, visits and other activities that were organised brought the participants
closer together and enabled them to share knowledge and collaborate in the field. In addition to organising
these activities, ensuring a proper price for the farmers and putting them in contact with the local cereal
processors increased the credibility of the project towards the participating farmers. The observed
interactions, the outcomes and the concluding interview has proven that we were able to build trust among
the early participants by setting up a FFS.
In the previous section we mentioned the importance of assessing the soil and building material
before building a barn. Consequently, the farmer cannot wait for the barn to be built by others, (s)he will
have to come up with the first stone if (s)he wants to build the barn together. Likewise, we had to turn our
words into deeds and start acting in order to gain the farmers’ confidence. Levin and Ravn (2007) already
mentioned the importance for an engaged researcher to partly merge into the world of the participants.
Therefore, a researcher should be willing to make his/her hands dirty and step in the shoes of the farmers,
however without becoming a farmer. Generally, farmers rather trust those who are involved in practice.
This was illustrated in the previous section (4.2 Wait and see which way the wind blows), by a student and
a miller talking to the same farmer. The second being more involved in practice compared to the first, his
words had a clearly distinct effect on the farmer.
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4.4

FUTURE: THE CEREAL NEWORK
Three main activities were organised within the broader network in order to approach new farmers

and make the network known in the region: a perspective meeting in the cooperative mill, an organic cereal
farm visit and a network meeting at the brewery. Both meeting the farmers individually and bringing them
together, were ways to observe their unique situations and understand their opinions about the network and
the lock-ins they are confronted with. During the activities several group discussions took place, which are
summarised and discussed below.

PERSPECTIVE MEETING
During the perspective meeting at the cooperative mill, six farmers, two brewers, three millers, five
volunteers and the student researcher came together to discuss during three hours about the further
development of the cooperative mill and the emerging cereal network. Farmers openly expressed their
feelings and doubts towards the mill and the network. In this section the elements that came up and the
discussion that arose around them are summarised.
What is the level of wheat quality the mill and the brewery are looking for, and which price are
they willing to pay for it? Wheat quality is a complex topic as many parameters define the true quality of
the cereals (see background). The mill is mainly looking for selling to artisan bakers, working with pure
organic flour, without additives, and adapting to locally grown cereals. Generally speaking, baking is easier
when protein content is high (above 11%), in contrast to brewing where protein content has to be below
10%. The brewery and the bakeries are thus complementary for the required wheat quality and create
therefore two distinct markets with different quality needs. This opens up more options for farmers, as
wheat quality depends on the year and the weather and is difficult to predict in advance. As a consequence,
the network is looking for processors who are willing to adapt their processing techniques to the conditions
of the flour, instead of adapting the flour (e.g. adding additives) to the fixed processing techniques which
is the case in industrial bakeries and breweries (Baltazar et al., 2016). For the network, the most important
criterion is locally produced organic cereals, while protein content or other quality elements are only
secondary.
The price is another issue and all actors in the network agreed upon the fact that whoever works in
the bread or beer chain - farmer, miller, baker and brewer - should be able to earn a good living from it.
After dialoguing about a fair price, we finally concluded that €400/T would be the target price, but which
would be re-assessed every year. However, Monika argued: today we get 380€/T for organic triticale and
the demand is high. Moreover, triticale is far easier to grow than wheat as it covers the soil better and
leads to less weed pressure. For these reasons, we are not willing to grow wheat for only €400/T (Monika
02/02/2018).
Before being able to pay a decent price, the cooperative mill needs to establish a proper market
for its products. They are currently lacking enough bakeries who order flour on a regular basis and take
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down the remaining stocks. They mainly sell flour to consumers in organic shops and at the mill, but in too
little quantities to earn a good living and to pay the price they would want to pay to the farmers. In addition,
they are stuck between the big industrial mills, milling at a much higher and more efficient rate, and the
restored heritage water- and windmills, often milling with volunteers and thus selling cheap, but high
quality flour. On the other hand, the cooperative mill is only running for one year and still needs time to
develop. Nevertheless, in the meantime farmers need to be able to sell their cereals. This is why the brewers
proposed buying part of the wheat stocks if these would not be sold in time.
The biggest issue for setting up the network will be the storage of the grains. Neither the mill, nor
the brewery are equipped with appropriate storing facilities. At the moment, storage thus happens on the
farms, but they are not always equipped with the correct structures either. Storage does not need to be very
complex, but there is always a risk of pests and rodents. Therefore, the mill proposed to pay a reward per
month and per stored tonne of grains. In the long run, the network would want to establish common
cleaning, sieving and storage facilities for the benefit of all. In Wallonia, south of Belgium, a new farmers’
cooperative was recently founded in order to promote short food supply chains with a particular focus on
storage facilities. With the help of regional subsidies, they established small batch storing facilities to
enhance regional processing and local farmer-processor collaboration (CultivAé, 2018). A first contact has
been established with this cooperative in order to learn from their experience and gain insight from their
approach.
Today both the mill and the miller are bottlenecks for the network. Whenever a technical issue
would appear and the mill would be out of order, or whenever the miller would be out of duty for a given
reason, this would have serious implications for the farmers and the bakers. Therefore, a second miller
should be trained who could take over whenever a problem appears. The befriended miller, running the
heritage watermill in the neighbouring village is available for help whenever this is needed.
The farmers expressed feeling responsible for the food chain and being proud of the products
they produce. Therefore, they are looking for processors who handle the products they use with respect and
turn them into high quality end products. A closer farmer-processor collaboration with an emphasis on
bread and Lambic beer could strengthen the region’s identity and increase the esteem consumers have for
their work. According to van der Ploeg (2008), a farmers network indeed needs aware processors or
consumers who treat the products they buy with respect and who understand what it took to produce them.
In this regard, the cereal network could become the basis of an embedded food system, similar to the
French concept of terroir (Barham, 2003) or the Agroecology territories (Wezel et al., 2016).
The non-organic farmers expressed their lack of knowhow for growing organic and their fear to
become isolated from other farmers when they would convert to organic. They asked for social and
technical support, sharing machinery, organising knowledge exchange and visiting experienced organic
cereal farms. With this they confirmed the need for a FFS and improved knowledge exchange among the
farmers. Hence, they were invited to the farm visit, later that month.
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ORGANIC CEREAL FARM VISIT
In total ten farmers, two bakers, a professor and two students attended both visits, which lasted two
hours approximately. Hosting farmer Ron explained how he established the farm and the development he
went through over the last years. First he was a
conventional farmer baker, growing cereals, baking bread
and selling it on the market. Although he used as little
pesticides as possible, he was not better rewarded and was
confronted with a yield decrease. As a consequence, he
decided to convert the entire farm to organic in 2012.
However, this seriously increased the work load and by
2016 he decided to stop the bakery and commit entirely to
farming. Converting to organic and lacking animals on the
farm obliged him to substitute the mineral fertiliser he used
to use. Hence, he set up a longer crop rotation, adding

FIG 16: FARMERS DISCUSSING BETWEEN THE
TINE WEEDER (LEFT) AND VINASSE SPREADER
(RIGHT). 28/03/2018
IMAGE BY RAPHAEL BOUTSEN.

leguminous crops and temporary pasture (grass-clover mixture) to the cereals and the cash crops he
produced. The biggest issue I’m confronted to in growing organic cereals is the lack of nitrogen in the soil,
far more than disease or weed pressure (24/02/2018). Hence he explained he recently purchased a vinasse
spreader (Figure 16), enabling him to add more nitrogen to the fields.
Talking about converting to organic farming, farmer Lonnie replied: I’m not smart enough to grow
organic, it’s too complex for me and I’m too old to deal with it. I’m not spraying much pesticides and I’m
doing agroforestery, but I don’t dare to grow organic. I wouldn’t want to take the risk of losing everything
when there’s a bad year and nothing can be done to prevent losses (Lonnie 24/02/2018). Even though
Lonnie does a very good job on his farm, it seems he is driven by fear. He fears harvest losses, poor wheat
quality, bad contact with processors, not producing enough food to feed the world, diseases, pests, weeds,
etc. In Ron’s fields, he distinguished small weeds and made a big deal out of it, fearing severe consequences
at harvest, whereas the other farmers did not see the problem. In addition, he offers the reflection that
organic agriculture cannot feed the world and that farmers need to be able to make a living by producing
affordable food. Farmer Tim replies: In my opinion, the farmers should not be responsible for feeding the
world population and restoring the disrupted food system, torn apart by industrialisation. As farmers we
should not worry about the world’s population, we should care about the people and the problems that
arise in our region (Tim 24/02/2018). This case illustrated the psychological lock-in in which certain
farmers are trapped. The conviction of having to produce enough food to feed the world withholds them
from changing their agricultural practices.
Finally, Ron showed the machines he uses for cultivating cereals, especially the tine weeder and
the rotary hoe, both used for weeding. As most conventional farmers merely commit to chemical weeding,
both machines became unfamiliar to them. Whereas in organic farming, the first one is still largely used,
but the second one is less known. Both machines require precise knowhow for using them and avoiding
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destroying the cereals. In order to know when is the best time to harrow, John explains to put a transparent
square of plastic, about 0,5m2, on the edge of the field to heat up the soil and accelerate germination. Once
weeds start growing underneath the plastic, accelerated by the greenhouse effect, the time is right to harrow.
Indeed, tine weeding needs to be done at very early germinating stage of the weeds. Once more an example
of locally adapted agroecological practices.

NETWORK MEETING
26 participants, out of whom nearly half were farmers, attended the network meeting on the 6th of
July. Among the other participants were millers, bakers, brewers, researchers and other interested people.
The farmers first visited the fields of James and Steve, getting to know what the FFS had enabled on their
fields. One of the farmers expressed his astonishment: This looks like a conventional field, I can’t believe
it’s organic, it’s so well maintained (Wayne 06/07/’18). After James and Steve had explained how they
managed their fields, the remaining farmers asked many questions and a dialogue started on the different
techniques that had been used or that could be used in the future. The conventional and organic farmers
both compared the visited fields to their own fields and commented on their observations. At the end, they
all approved the results and agreed that it had been a good year for growing wheat.
Discussing how to shape the network with the processors at the brewery, we invited the farmers to
a reflection during which they could express the chances or opportunities they saw in joining the network.
In addition, we asked them to score3 the different chances they listed in order to get an overview of the
most important ones. The elements the farmers came up with are summarised in Table 8, followed by a
score the farmers gave and a short explanation.
TABLE 8: LISTED CHANCES AND OPPORTUNITIES DURING FARMERS’ REFLECTION

Chances and Opportunities
Added value
Regional branding
Exchange knowledge
Exchange experiences
Reward for being pioneers
Sharing risk
Learning
Different remuneration
Exchange/share seeds and
machinery
Common storage of the grain
Direct marketing

Score Explanation
7
Adding value to the produced cereals by processing them locally
5
Creating a brand and a publicity for quality products from
Pajottenland
2
Exchanging knowledge on practices, techniques, varieties, etc.
2
Farmers exchanging what they have already experiences on their
farms
2
Recognizing and rewarding pioneers for their innovative efforts
1
Risk sharing between producer and processor
1
Learning new techniques on organic farming
1
Rethinking how farmers are remunerated for their work. Price/T,
price/ha, price/hour…
1
Improving exchange of what is needed in organic farming:
adapted varieties, adapted machinery…
0
Sharing storage facilities between farmers and processors
0
Direct selling to processors

3

Every farmer was asked to choose the two most important elements, scoring them with 1 or 2 points. However,
they were not obliged to score the elements, which explains why the sum of the elements is not equal in every
exercise .
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Coordinated and costeffective experiments

0

Inspiring farmers for closer
collaboration
Strengthen solidarity in the
region

0

Strengthen local identity

0

0

Coordinating experiments on the different farms so that
everybody can learn from each other and new effective
techniques are tested
Decreasing reluctance from farmers towards closer collaboration
by showing the benefit it brings
Getting to know each other better and the conditions everyone
works in. What does it mean to be a farmer, a miller or a
brewer? Improving contact to consumers.
Knowing as a farmer where his/her cereals go to, by whom they
are processed and where they are sold

The above mentioned elements that scored the highest will be summarised below. In addition, the elements
that generated particular discussion among farmers and have not been raised in previous discussions will
be summarised as well.
The chance or opportunity farmers appreciated the most is adding value to the products they
deliver. Adding value to the products generates funds to better reward the different actors in the network,
provided that the total added value is properly distributed among them. In addition, adding more value can
go hand in hand with regional branding, fostering thus the local economy and the region’s identity. This
is related to the emergence of a locally embedded food system discussed during the perspective meeting.
van der Ploeg (2008) agrees that empowering small and medium sized food processors, instead of food
monopolies, is a way to foster agroecological agriculture.
Just as during the perspective meeting, the farmers mentioned the need for an improved knowledge
exchange among farmers. The Farming History of Pajottenland revealed how knowhow on farming
practices has degraded over the past years, due to the homogenisation of practices and privatisation of
extension services. In addition, Delobel (2014) and van der Ploeg (2008) argue that many farmers have
forgotten how to farm without industrial inputs and have ignored the indigenous knowledge their ancestors
have transmitted for centuries. However, conducting a FFS has shown that more traditional knowledge
remains in farming families than one would expect. Therefore, it is important to enable farmers to share
knowledge and increase their collective knowhow. Lucas et al. (2016) add that knowledge exchange among
farmers can empower them to become independent from industrial inputs. In the same way, farmers are
enabled to exchange experiences they did on their farms, in order to help other farmers benefit from what
they have learned.
Farmer Tim puts a particular emphasis on being rewarded within the network for the pioneer work
he delivers. Over recent years he committed to searching the region’s traditional wheat landraces,
multiplying and growing them on his farm. This is a particular job for which he prefers to become an expert
first before showing other farmers. However, managing the techniques of growing and multiplying
landraces is an intensive and time-consuming job. That is why he would like to be rewarded through the
network for the invested energy. Similarly, other farmers could appropriate other techniques and carry out
other experiments which later can be transmitted to the group through a technical dialogue. By carrying out
coordinated and cost effective experiments, the group of farmers will move forward more easily and
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adapt to the local conditions and needs. Several case studies have shown that farmers networks or
interactions among farmers fosters adoption of new practices and generates innovation (Chantre, 2011;
Darré, 1996; Delobel, 2014; Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2008; Meynard et al., 2012).
Many farmers are reluctant to embrace closer farmer to farmer collaboration, as they believe it
is not possible due to increasing competition or the stubbornness of the farmers. John explains: I’m part of
Groene Kring (the youth farmers association of BB) for the social interaction it offers, but the climate is
very distrustful and there’s a lot of rumours going round. They all have their point of view on agriculture
and wouldn’t change it for a dime. Farmers’ sons are sometimes even more radical than their fathers. The
pioneers, those who dare to do it differently have to be strong, they have to brave the distrust and rumours
in order to show the others that it can work differently too (John 27/01/2018). That is why John has the
ambition to show his colleagues through this network that closer collaboration is possible and benefits
farmers. Therefore, the network should aim at reducing the reigning mistrust by creating a climate of trust
and solidarity.
After listing the chances or opportunities, the same exercise was done for the obstacles or threats farmers
saw in joining the network. These are listed in Table 9, as well with scores and explanations.
TABLE 9: LISTED OBSTACLES AND THRE ATS DURING FARMERS’ REFLECTION

Obstacles or Threats
Fair price
Increased workload in
organic production
Sufficient income
Individualism
Market saturation
Climate
Transparency in
accounting
Sharing machinery

Score Explanation
9
Fair price for fair work
4
Organic production is demanding more manual and mechanic work.
Farmer needs to be more flexible in his time management
3
Increasing workload needs to be well remunerated
2
Disappearing social bounds between farmers need to be rebuilt
2
Many farmers converting to organic production may induce market
saturation
0
Increasing risk of crop failure due to unpredictable climate
0
Keeping track of every single accountancy detail is a burden for
farmers
0
Sharing machines becomes complex once farmers grow bigger or more
farmers join in. In addition, farmers often need the same machine at the
same moment

In the following text, the obstacles and threats farmers saw in joining the network will be explained and
discussed. The two topics climate and transparency in accounting have been mentioned by the farmers, but
have not raised any further discussion. They will hence not be discussed further.
The concept of a fair price has already been raised during the perspective meeting and in the
paragraph on adding value and will thus not be addressed more in detail.
Growing organic cereals demands a higher workload than growing conventional cereals and
requires farmers to adapt practices to the weather conditions. An example is the tine weeding technique
discussed in FFS subchapter. The vast majority of the farmers we approached for the network have an offfarm employment and can only commit to their farm after hours or in the weekend. This means that the
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increased workload in organic and the required flexibility in time-management are critical factors to deal
with.
Individualism is an item that came up frequently in the Farming History of Pajottenland. As many
farmers quit, only a few of them remain and become thus more isolated from each other. Therefore, the
network gains in importance because it enables the farmers to gather together, exchange knowledge, discuss
relevant topics and hence strengthen their social capital. Moreover, van der Ploeg (2008) argues that when
the entire food chain is brought closer together, it will shed another light on the farmer’s position within
society. Farmers in general become anonymous for both processors and consumers, nor do the farmers
know where their products end up. With the help of initiatives such as the cereal network, farmers hopefully
can be again better appreciated for the work they do.
A major threat of many farmers converting to organic is the market saturation. It is hence crucial
that the market remains demand driven, not to induce downward price pressure. Several authors have shown
the effectiveness of demand driven direct selling, benefitting farmer’s income thanks to the trust it shapes
between producer and buyer (Kerkhove, 1993; Milestad et al., 2010; Vandermeulen et al., 2006). In order
to ensure a proper demand, we approached several regional breweries and bakeries to inform them about
the emerging network and check whether they are interested in our approach. Most of them replied
positively and were enchanted when we contacted them with such an interesting offer. However, we told
them immediately the importance of letting the network grow slowly, but that we would keep them
informed about its development. In this way we can avoid market saturation to occur in the future, at least
for the cereals. In addition, and as described in the background chapter, cereal production for food and
especially organic cereal production are particularly low in Flanders, whereas the demand is increasing
substantially.
Sharing machinery generates mixed feelings among farmers. Some of them are willing to share
more machines, others categorically do not want to share any machine and want to own them all by
themselves. Reasons for this are that the same machinery is needed at once by all farmers, the fear that
shared machinery will not be taken care for in the same way as one’s own machinery, and finally the
logistical problem of getting the machinery to the right farmer at the right time. Furthermore, sharing
machinery is more feasible on small scale farms, but once they grow bigger and they can afford to buy the
machinery themselves, they would rather do so. In France for instance, one third of the farmers are part of
a machine cooperative CUMA (Cooperative d’Utilisation de Machines Agricoles – Cooperative for the use
of agricultural machinery), whereas in Belgium, machinery cooperatives are less common. This is partly
due to the French culture in which cooperative structures among farmers are much more embedded (Lucas
et al., 2016).
Finally, farmers were asked to pick one or two of the obstacles and discuss in a group of three possible
solutions to overcome the obstacle. Table 10 summarises these solutions, clarifying in the first column
which obstacle it refers to.
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TABLE 10: LISTED SOLUTIONS CONCERNING THE OBSTACLE S AND THRE ATS DURING FARMERS’ REFLECTION

Obstacle or threat
Fair price

Solution
Niche market

Fair price

True cost of
products
Copy CSA model

Sufficient income
Increased workload
in organic
production, sufficient
income & fair price
Fair price & market
saturation
Increased workload
in organic production

Certainty for sales
and remuneration

Explanation
Local niche market for bread and beer, strengthening the
region’s identity and increasing farmers’ pride
Farmers need to know the true cost of their cereals, how
much time and money they invested in producing
Processors or consumers take a part in the farms and pay
upfront of the growing cycle
Farmers are sure to be able to sell their products for a
fair price

Mapping local
supply and demand
Network’s
agricultural
contractor

Increased transparency in local supply and demand so
that farmers and processors can adjust their production
A fix agricultural contractor for the network who can
manage the required operation when farmers are not
available.

The farmers were given the chance to discuss possible improvements for the network, helping to overcome
the obstacles or threats they had identified. The solutions farmers came up with are explained and discussed
in the following text.
The farmers stressed the relevance of creating a niche market for bread and beer in the region.
The two main objectives farmers mention in creating a niche market are enhancing the region’s identity by
strengthening the local economy and better rewarding the work of the different actors in the food chain.
Therefore, a close collaboration between farmers and processors is needed, based on human relationships
and protected from the fluctuating world market. As outlined in the Farming History of Pajottenland, the
region has a strong identity, but has to be protected and reinforced to prevent this from disappearing.
Shaping a cereal network and rewarding all its actors would therefore strengthen the region’s identity and
vice versa. Creating a niche market is related to the concept of regional branding, discussed above.
Properly rewarding the farmers for their work requires knowing the true cost of the cereals they
produce. Many farmers do not know what it really costs to produce one tonne of wheat. This issue has been
addressed during the concluding interview of the FFS and the perspective meeting and will thus not be
discussed more in detail.
Another model to ensure a decent income for the farmers would be to copy the CSA model. In the
CSA concept, households buy a harvest share beforehand and receive their part of the harvest during the
year. The farmer calculates how much money he would need for the entire season, including labour cost,
and divides it proportionally by the number of people he will sell to. In this way consumers support the
farmer in making the required investments before the growing season starts and they share both the risk of
harvest losses due to climate change or other external factors, or benefits in a good growing year. The CSA
model could hence provide a framework for defining a fair price within the network.
In addition to the true cost and the inspiration that can be achieved through the CSA model, farmers
need to have the certainty to be able to sell their products at a decent price. Indeed, if the processors are
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not ready to pay a better price, the network will not last long. Fares et al. (2012) agree that farmers will
only shift to new practices when they have the support from financially sound buyers who encourage their
transition. Enabling farmers to again make again a salary by farming, instead of working outdoors is a
difficult task. Therefore, a market will need to be developed for the remaining products in the crop rotation,
next to the cereals. Unfortunately, cereals do not bring in very much money per hectare, compared to other
crops. Once better collaboration is established for cereals, other ways can be sought for marketing the
remaining products in the crop rotation.
Coordinating the market for cereals as well as for other products can be done by mapping the local
supply and demand. Therefore, mills, bakeries, breweries or other processors could announce their
estimated needs for the following year, enabling farmers to tailor their production to the processor’s needs.
This would be a way to avoid shortages and surpluses, influencing heavily farmers’ incomes. Mapping the
local demand and supply would improve the regional economy and would stimulate local partnerships.
In order to manage certain organic farming operations on time (e.g. tine weeding) and taking into
account the off-farm employment many farmers are bound to, the idea came up to employ a fixed
agricultural contractor for the network. This should be a person the farmers trust and whom they can call
whenever an operation needs to be done. The contractor would need to be well informed and experienced
with organic farming practices in order to be able to exchange with the farmers and gain their confidence.
Likewise, Lucas et al. (2016) explain that French machinery cooperatives seek to delegate tasks to a fixed
agricultural contractor in order to take away time-pressure for farmers and allow them to invest time in
other activities.

4.5

OBSERVED LOCK-INS
Throughout the research different lock-ins have been identified that confront the farmers. In order

to get a better overview, they have been classified in six categories: institutional, technical, economic,
social, psychological and cognitive. Figure 17 represents each of those categories, illustrated by
observations and participants’ input. Rather than discussing every category separately, they will be viewed
from a broader perspective, indicating the interlinkages that exist between them.
Thanks to the Farming History of Pajottenland the cereal system has been shown to be torn apart
due to the industrialisation of the farming and food system. Concentration of certain activities (e.g.
storing, milling, malting, retailing) have appeared and form a typical bottleneck. As a consequence, many
farmers and processors lost the ability and the knowhow to store, clean and sieve the grains themselves,
resulting in a serious lock-in and hindering the development of the cereal network. In addition, the large
scale baking industry defines the rules and criteria farmers have to comply with. If their cereals do not meet
the required criteria, their batches are declassified, inducing a financial loss for the farmers and creating a
climate of fear (psychological lock-in). Another consequence of industrialisation is the erosion of the
diversity of practices, both in the agricultural system as in the food system. The Farming History has shown
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that privatisation of extension services is one of the causes for the homogenisation of farming practices,
inducing an institutional and technological lock-in as previously described by Meynard et al. (2012) and
Vanloqueren and Baret (2008). This trend is radically opposed to the agroecological approach that values
diversity and adaptability over homogeneity as described by Altieri (2002). Unfortunately, industrial mills
and bakeries favour in general big batches of homogenous cereals and homogenous flour to produce
uniform breads for the consumers. As a consequence, the overall food system is industrialised and
homogenised, turning agricultural products into anonymous commodities (van der Ploeg, 2008). Moreover,
institutional rules and regulations on quality and hygiene are shaped for the industrial food system and thus
often not adapted to small chain production and processing. In this regard we agree with Wielinga and
Vrolijk (2009) who state that the increasing administrative tasks inhibit creativity and innovation.
According to Fares et al. (2012), the structure of the dominant food system in itself may represent a lockin. Likewise, we identified, through this study, that the dominant food system to be a cluster of interlinked
lock-ins.
Not only has the food system been torn apart, farmers have gotten more isolated due to the
decreasing number of active farmers (Farming History). This trend has put them into a form of social
isolation and into an attitude of individualism, illustrated by the reluctance towards farmer to farmer
collaboration, machinery sharing or the many rumours in farming circles. In former times, farmers guilds
and farmers unions guaranteed social cohesion among farmers and with the rural population, but today
there is a growing mistrust because they became strangers to each other and competitors in the marketplace.
Oreszczyn et al. (2010) agree that farmers are working increasingly in isolation which has a serious effect
on their social capital. Those who do things differently are labelled by their peers as being crazy and often
do not dare to be proud of being different. Isolation due to the fact of being different is a common aspect
that came back among farmers, millers, bakers and brewers. One of the bakers even said: We are an
endangered species (Kate 10/02/’18). Some farmers also expressed organic farming is still socially not
fully accepted in the region, even though it has grown bigger over the last years. Certain farms indeed have
the potential to become organic as they are typical mixed farms and they have maintained certain traditional
(e.g. agroecological) practices. However, they do not dare to convert to organic farming due to different
reasons, but partly out of social pressure, as discussed during the perspective meeting. The isolation and
fear of being labelled as being crazy hinders the dissemination of knowledge and the adoption of new
techniques.
Both the homogenisation of practices and products and the individualisation of farmers and
processors result in a deterioration of knowhow. As farmer Ron explains: Growing organic is technically
not that difficult after all, it is all in the heads of the conventional farmers. What we have to do is make
them understand that the threshold to convert to organic is not as high as they think (Ron 17/01/’18). The
experience within the FFS showed that the required knowhow was actually present or available and that
putting into practice the required techniques was easier than the farmers thought. This is a clear illustration
of a technical lock-in (lack of knowhow) which appears to be a cognitive lock-in. Among bakers, the
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problem is similar, much knowhow has gone lost and bakers thus often rely on trial and error to adapt new
techniques. As a consequence, bakers are now not accustomed to using local and pure flours which makes
it more challenging to establish a direct relation between farmers, millers and bakers. However, once the
relation is established, collaboration seems more fruitful than expected. Both the Zeeuwse Vlegel in the
Netherlands and The Li Mestère network in Wallonia have proven the concept of farmers and bakers
collaborating in a network and responding to the households’ demand for nutritious and healthy bread
(Baltazar et al., 2016; Oerlemans and Assouline, 2004).
The Farming History of Pajottenland has illustrated the identity and the pride of the farmers from
the region. Their attitude can be a hindrance and an asset at the same time. Their conception for instance of
having to feed the world (Lonnie) or the responsibility they feel for ensuring a good harvest (James and
Steve) can be seen as a cognitive and psychological lock-ins, hindering the adoption of alternative
production methods or of alternative methods of payment. On the other hand, their attitude means that many
farmers in the region who work outdoors refuse to let go of their lands and continue farming them,
something which was already illustrated by Kerkhove (1993). They are proud to be farmers and will not
accept someone else taking power over their land. The heavy protest against the construction of the highway
and the Walt Disney Corporation which threatened the region of Pajottenland in the 70s (Farming History)
illustrate the strong will of the farmers. Therefore, creating a cereal network around a Lambic brewery,
strongly embedded in the region and described by some as being the Champaign from Pajottenland, is an
opportunity to strengthen the region’s identity and increase the farmers’ pride.
The preceding discussion is illustrated in Figure 17, representing the different lock-ins and their
interlinkages we observed during the research. The illegibility of the figure illustrates the complexity of the
situation and the multitude of interlinkages make it almost impossible to distinguish them one from another.
Every link has been identified individually and was written on a flip chart, before designing Figure 17
(Appendix XIII). Nevertheless, we have chosen to display the figure like this, however, making it possible
to read the different lock-ins in the boxes and distinguish the arrows’ colour codes, indicating the four
topics discussed above.
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Technical
- Farmers lack knowhow on how to
grow organic cereals
- Growing organic wheat is technically
difficult and time consuming
- Few farmers grow cereals for food
- Homogenization of practices and
crops
- Processing industry controls storing
facilities
- Bakers lack knowhow on alternative
baking techniques

Social
- Social isolation due to decreasing
number of farmers
- Farmers’ reluctance towards
farmer to farmer collaboration
- Farmers’ reluctance towards
shared machinery
- Social pressure for being
different
- Distrust and rumours towards
alternative practices among
farming cycles
- Family hindrance in decision
making
- Lack of farming successors

Psychological
- Organic agriculture cannot feed the
world
- Organic food is not for the poor
- Farmers are reluctant by nature
- Farmers’ pride - they want to do it
on their own, without external help
- Fear of being judged by others for
being different
Legend
Industrialisation and homogenisation
of farming and food system
Social isolation and craziness
Loss of knowhow
Farmers’ identity
Other

Institutional
- Industry defines wheat quality
criteria
- Farmers have to comply to
increasing amount of policy
rules and regulations
- Rules and regulation not
adapted to small scale and
local food chains
- Privatisation of extension
services
- Lack of artisan bakery training

Cognitive
- Growing organic is going backwards
- Farmers perceive the threshold to
convert to organic farming higher than
it actually is
- Farmers are trapped in the
conventional system, even if they have
the potential to become organic
- Conventional farmers are confined to
an environment of fear
- Farmers feel responsible for the yield
- Fear that agricultural contractors will
refuse to adapt machinery to specific
conditions
- Farmers’ misconception that nobody is
interested in their work
- Knowledge paradigm – scientist knows
all the answers
- Bakers believe low protein flour
baking is impossible

Economic
- Milling, malting & storing facilities in
the hands of a few
- Industrial processors dominate the
market, set the prices and define the
criteria
- Fluctuating world market prices resulting
in heavy price competition
- No reward for using less pesticides or
farming differently
- Off-farm employment
- Cooperative mill blocked between
heritage and industrial mills

FIG 17: DIFFERENT LOCK-INS AND THEIR INTERLINKAGES
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CONCLUSION TO RQ 3
Now that we have discussed the different lock-ins and their interlinkages, we believe this enables
us to reach an answer to the third and main research question: How do early participating farmers perceive
the creation of a cereal network as a way to overcome the lock-ins they are confronted with?
First of all, the high participation rate during the network meeting at the brewery on the 6 th of July
has proven the interest the farmers showed in the network. During the farmers’ reflection on the same day,
they expressed openly which benefits and obstacles they saw in joining the network. After the 1 st scouting
phase, only two farmers were willing to participate in the project. One year later, after the network meeting,
six more farmers showed their interest in joining the project and growing cereals for the network. This
revealed that farmers prefer to wait for something concrete to happen before getting involved in a new
initiative. Nevertheless, seeing the outcomes the FFS produced and thinking about the possibilities the
network could offer, they gained confidence in joining the project. On the other hand, after one year, we
notice the emerging network is still vulnerable and needs proper coordination in order to further develop.
Therefore, it relies on the commitment of its different stakeholders and particularly of the coordinator, to
shape a feeling of belonging and a shared vision among its participants.
This brings us to the conclusion that the emerging cereal network has the potential to empower the
farmers to overcome certain lock-ins they are confronted with. However, it has no guarantee for doing so,
nor is it the sole way for overcoming lock-ins. Just as Kerkhove (1993) explains, there are many types of
good farmers, we believe there are many ways to become good farmers. We have tried to show that creating
a network might be one of them.

4.6

DISCUSSION ON THE METHODOLOGY
In this section we will discuss the different methodologies we used during our research. They will

be discussed according to the three parts: past, present and future; and we will finish with some more
general reflections on the overall research and the integrity of the results.
The Farming History of Pajottenland was almost exclusively based on the interviews with the
seven key informants. It has been a conscious decision to tell the peoples’ history instead of that written in
textbooks or scientific documents. However, we are aware that the history is not a pure objective one,
influenced both by the interviewees stories and the interviewer’s interpretation. Therefore, we ought it
necessary to interview key informants with different opinions and positions regarding agriculture and have
the history validated by all of them. In addition, we send it to the active farmers in order to check whether
they could identify themselves with the history. Most of them reacted positively and said having had great
interest in reading the document, others did not agree on certain details or would have liked to have it even
more in-debt. Due to time pressure and the already large proportion the history took, being only one third
of the entire research, we decided not to alter it another time. We are conscious about the possible gaps or
left-outs in our Farming History. We could have dedicated an entire research to the Farming History of
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Pajottenland and end up with a more extensive history, but this was not our goal. Within our research the
history part served as a tool to move onwards and be able to better answer our third and main research
question.
The second part, the Farmer Field School, had its relevance in setting up a concrete experiment
with the farmers, growing spring wheat on two plots. Setting up a FFS on such a short laps of time with
only two farmers was both a strength and a weakness. First of all, we did not have an unlimited time to
search for farmers to get involved in the FFS and as the project was very new and unseen in Flemish farming
circles, only two of them accepted to take part. This reduced number enabled us to properly coordinate the
experiment and gave us more flexibility in carrying out a FFS for the first time. In addition, we were lucky
with the motivation, the enthusiasm and the willingness of both farmers to share knowledge and take part
in the organised activities, despite their busy schedules. However, Vaarst (2007) argue that the optimal
number of participants in a FFS is six. Having only two participating farmers might therefore not be enough
for proving the relevance of a FFS. On the other hand, we strongly believe carrying out a FFS was crucial
for the entire research and results would have been very different without setting up a FFS. If our entire
research had been focused on assessing a FFS’s relevance for farmers, having only two participants would
not have been enough. However, in our case setting up a FFS was only one step in the development of a
cereal network, for which it has proven its relevance.
The third part, shaping the cereal network and assessing the early participating farmers’
perception on how it could benefit them, revealed to be the most difficult one. After one year, the potential
was there for the network to arise, but it was not up and running yet. That made it difficult for the farmers
to imagine what the network would be like and how it could benefit them both individually and collectively.
We thus organised different networking activities, making the emerging network as tangible as possible for
the farmers and involving them in the process of shaping the network. However, assessing the farmers’
perception was a delicate task, due to my personal committed to the success of the emerging network.
Ideally, coordination of the network and research on the network should have been done by two persons in
order to ensure a certain degree of objectivity. On the other hand, PAR does not claim to be purely objective,
as nobody has the ability to observe a social process purely objectively (Levin and Ravn 2007). According
to Pretty (1995), results are always subjective to a certain extent, as data processing is done by people with
values and weaknesses. Moreover, a scientific research methodology is supposed to be possibility copied
by another researcher. In our case, I am conscious about the influence I had as a student researcher on the
people I related to within the research. Hence, the same research carried out by a different researcher will
most probably not give the same results.
As described above, the three parts within the research each have a serious scope and could have
given rise to three individual studies. However, as the objective of the research was to benefit the farmers
in the first place and to provide insight to others in how to establish a farmers network in the second place,
it appeared to be difficult to reduce its scope. Even though one might argue this research is too broad and
addressing too many themes, we argue that it gains in relevance because of its holistic approach. If one
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wants to study how to co-develop a cereal network with farmers and processors and which answers their
needs, one has to take into account the region, the history, the people’s identity, the socio-economic
situation and the lock-ins they are confronted with. Through this research we documented the way in which
we started to develop such a farmers network and how to involve the farmers in a research process through
the means of a PAR.
Finally, as a student researcher and the coordinator of the network, I would like to come back to
the difficulty of combining a scientific research method with a practical involvement and responsibility
taken on the field, specific to the PAR approach. Even though both jobs talk about the same topic, they are
different in content and require a different approach. From my experience, research and practical
involvement are not incompatible, but still very difficult to manage at the same time. Almost naturally, I
was more drawn to the practical work as it had a direct impact on the people I was working with. After one
year of efforts, shaping a network, we observed how vulnerable the network is at its start. Its survival is
very dependent on the commitment of its different actors, and more in particular of its initiator and
coordinator. In addition, we are conscious about the sometimes narrow margin between flourishment and
exhaustion for initiators and early participants within networks, as described by Van Dam et al. (2017).
This is something to take into account particularly during the following months in the development of the
network. Just as a farmer cannot leave his farm during certain periods of the year due to harvest or calving
for instance, a coordinator of a network too needs to be there at certain crucial moments, if he does not
want the network to collapse. Coordinating a network thus entails a significant responsibility towards the
stakeholders you work with. Because of this responsibility, the practical work for the network often gained
priority over the work as a scientist.
Ensuring the integrity of the results through a PAR is a delicate task as the researcher has to
properly balance an empathic involvement in a given system or topic, and a critical reflection on the same
topic, generating rigorous and relevant data (Levin, 2012). Carrying out a PAR requires to be well prepared
and well informed. However, not everything can be learned in advance and one will never be fully prepared
before going out to the field. That is why learning by doing is an integral part of the process. Being able to
discuss the methodology and the development of the research with my external supervisor and mentor was
therefore crucial. As she has several years of experience in PAR, she was able to guide me whenever I had
doubts about how to move on or how to handle a delicate situation. Levin (2012) agrees that one of the
criteria to ensure the integrity of the research is to be able to discuss the process and the observations with
a colleague or secondary person.
Another way of ensuring the integrity of the results was to base them directly on what farmers had
said or to validate our findings by getting back to the farmers. Just as the Farming History of Pajottenland
was handed back to the interviewees, the entire thesis will be handed over to the farmers who showed
interest in reading it. Hence, bearing in mind, while writing, that the thesis would be read by the farmers,
the results were treated with even more delicacy and the ethical considerations, mentioned in the
methodology chapter, were taken into account.
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4.7

FUTURE RESEARCH
The main focus of our research was the start-up phase of a co-developed local cereal network.

Through the research we have identified several lock-ins the early participating farmers are confronted with
as well as possible pathways to overcome them. It would however be interesting to study how such a
network evolves over time and assess to what extent it did empower farmers and enable them to overcome
the lock-ins that they have faced and will encounter in the future. In addition, one could strive to identify
the key elements that ensure the efficiency and longevity of such a network. Several farmers networks have
been created and studied were dismantled after the research project finished because they had become
dependent on external money and lacked further coordination (Vaarst, 2016). It would hence be relevant to
study how farmers networks can become independent, self-managed and long-lasting.
Furthermore, I have experienced through my international master in agroecology and from travels
and experiences in other countries how much farmer to farmer cooperation differs from one country to
another. The difference in farmers cooperatives in Belgium and France, for instance is already enormous.
Therefore, it would be relevant to assess what makes these differences and how one can enhance a culture
of positive collaboration within farming circles. Comparing farmers networks and cooperatives in different
countries could provide insight into different ways to empower farmers, linked to a given socio-economic
situation and a given region.
Finally, more insight is needed in how to ensure practical outcomes for farmers while doing
scientific research. Too often farmers are used in research and undergo some form of intellectual
extractivism because nothing concrete is handed back to them. However, from experimenting with PAR, I
have seen how difficult it is to combine active engagement with scientific research. More efficient forms
of farmer-researcher cooperation need to be sought that can meet the expectations and needs of all parties.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
During this research we had the opportunity to assess the very first steps toward the establishment
of a cereal network in the region of Pajottenland. As farmers and processors were involved from the
beginning, the research has been shaped in such a way that they would benefit from it, as well as providing
insight and enabling others to learn from our experiences.
The identified lock-ins are of technical, institutional, economic, social, psychological and cognitive
nature; but in addition numerous interlinkages were observed, laying bare a cluster of intertwined lock-ins
within the dominant industrial food system. Most important among them are the industrialisation and
homogenisation of the agricultural and food system, dominated by the processing industry which sets the
rules and the criteria farmers have to comply with; the privatisation of extension services resulting in a
decreasing diversity of practices and a loss of knowhow; social isolation due to a decreasing number of
active farmers; and the overall homogenisation of the food system, turning agricultural products into
anonymous commodities. However, over the years farmers from Pajottenland have shown their reactions
towards these trends, refusing to give away control over their lands.
Setting up a FFS has proven to be a sound way in exchanging knowledge, enhancing common
learning and improving social interactions among farmers. In addition, it was an ideal setting for farmers
to experiment new practices on their farms, they could discuss with other farmers and they were not alone
taking the risk. Thanks to that, they had the chance to familiarise with organic farming practices and adjust
their perception of organic being too complicated and not feasible, overcoming hence certain technological
and cognitive lock-ins. Finally, cultivating wheat for local processors and being better rewarded for their
work encouraged them to take part in the emerging cereal network.
Finding processors who are willing to pay a better price and who show respect, both for the farmers’
work and for the products their deliver is key for shaping a farmers network. Working with a local mill and
a local brewery empowered the farmers and strengthened their pride and identity. Hence, creating a locally
embedded food system has the potential to counter the trend of industrialisation and homogenisation.
Moreover, the collective approach and the recognition they received through the network instilled the
farmers with confidence for being labelled as crazy by their peers. The incipient network has thus different
potential assets: it is a possible means to regain knowledge autonomy towards private extension services;
it could ensure economic stability and independence from the large scale processing industry and
fluctuating prices; but it could also become a social outlet and a way to improve farmers’ social capital. On
the other hand, the network is not fully developed yet and certain things remain which still have to be dealt
with, such as storage for instance. The cereal network has proven its potential, but still needs to prove its
outcomes.
Finally, we would like to conclude by pointing out the key elements we take home from conducting
this research and developing the cereal network. First of all is the crucial role of the initiator and inspirer
of the network. Without his social network, his insight and his perseverance, the incipient network would
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not have started. Second is the willingness from both farmers and processors to participate. A network
should indeed respond to their needs, encourage participation in the process of shaping the network and
foster the farmers to take ownership over their situation. Once a network has started building trust, there
comes a stage of high vulnerability to be overcome. Therefore, a coordinator is essential for organising the
meetings, bringing the participants together and keeping an eye on the development of the network. This,
however, is a delicate task and requires a high degree of empathy, the flexibility to handle quickly in
unexpected situations and the ability to step back if necessary. In addition, a network is a complex system
of many interactions and can hence not be caught in a recipe. That is why we recommend to look for
inspiration in our case study, but not to copy it.
Thanks to this research we have been able to ensure proper conditions so that the two seeds that
bore the potential of a cereal network in them could sprout and become young plants. We are looking
forward to see them grow and we will commit to protecting and supporting them so that they can become
beautiful plants, giving birth to many new seeds.

FIG 18: TRADITIONAL WHE AT LANDRACES AT HARVEST
IMAGE BY XAVIER ETHUIN
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APPENDIX I: CLASSIFICATION OF FARMING TYPOLOGIES IN
PAJOTTENLAND
DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENT FARMING TYPOLOGIES WITH THE IR CHARACTERISTICS, BY KERKHOVE
(1993)

Farm typology
Large scale
mixed farms
Typically mixed
farms
Direct sellers
Specialised
family farms
Integrated
farmers

Characteristics
Farm grows jump-wise thanks to high investments, diverse but independent
production, producing quantity over quality, relying on own knowledge and
experience, market dependent
Diverse and interlinked production, input-autonomy, low investment rate,
knowledge and experience is turned into value, market-independent
Adding as much on-farm value to the products as possible and selling on-farm, in
farmer’s shops, markets etc. market-independent
Technologically very up-to date farmers, rather small scale and market-independent
farms
Non-grounded agriculture, highly dependent on banks and industries, marketintegrated, highly specialised and mechanised, depending on external technologies

CLASSIFICATION OF FARMING TYPOLOGIES IN PAJOTTENLAND ACCORDING TO THEIR DEGREE OF
DEPENDENCE FROM EXTERNAL TECHNOLOGICAL ADVICE (VERTICAL AXIS) AND THEIR DEGREE OF
INTEGRATION IN THE M ARKET (HORIZONTAL AXIS).

rely on external
technological
advice

specialised family
farms

integrated farmers

direct sellers

large scale mixed
farms

rely on own
understanding
and experiences

typically mixed
farms

seek independency
from markets

integrated in
the market

Taken from the book Sterk gemengd (Strongly mixed) by Greet Kerkhove (1993).
Original language: Dutch
Translated in English by Lucas Van den Abeele
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APPENDIX II: ADDITIONAL LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND ON
PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH
One way of empowering farmers and helping them to overcome their technological and
institutional lock-ins is by working more closely together with research institutes through Participatory
Action Research (PAR). Farmers have more knowledge than they would often think and the challenge is
to bring their knowledge to the foreground in order to be shared with others, farmers and researchers (Vaarst
et al., 2007). Therefore, it is essential that research programmes shift from being for farmers to being with
farmers (McIntyre, 2007). PAR questions and interchanges the role of both researcher and participant in
order to augment reciprocal learning and improve useful outcomes for the participant (Louah et al., 2015).
Opposite to traditional research which often leads to controlling people and practices, PAR aims at
empowering and amplifying the voices of those that have often been forgotten in research by combining
scientific and local knowledge, in other words, by combining theory and practice (Méndez et al., 2016;
Meynard et al., 2012). In addition, Fals-Borda and Rahman (1991) define PAR as: “an innovative approach
to economic and social change, which goes beyond usual institutional boundaries in development by
actively involving the people in generating knowledge about their own condition and how it can be
changed”. Indeed, PAR creates a learning environment or safe learning space where the different
stakeholders can gain better awareness over their proper situation and define collective action in order to
improve their working conditions and thus overcome the lock-ins they are confronted with (Neef and
Neubert, 2011). Finally, PAR refers back to the concept of networks as its main outcome lies in the social
network and social capital it builds through trust, confidence and knowledge sharing (Lilja and Dixon,
2008).
A disadvantage of PAR and engaged research is that it is complex and time-consuming as it does
not objectivise, but properly considers the nuances the participants bring and the human interactions that
take place within the research (Levin and Ravn, 2007). Critics claim that PAR results remains islands of
success and thus cannot be extrapolated to other research cases (El-Swaify and Evans, 1999 in Neef and
Neubert, 2011). Others even state PAR is populist and unable to produce rigorous and quality research
(Neef, 2008). According to Levin and Ravn (2007), research that lacks in rigor, easily tends towards
activism or draws researchers to become problem-solving consultants. Therefore, they advise every
engaged researcher to gain a proper understanding of his/her influence on the given situation and the
involved actors by practicing critical reflection (Levin, 2012). The processes of reflection, discussion and
dialoguing are valuable to better understand and manage the researcher’s position and responsibilities
within the researched group (Neef and Neubert, 2011).
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APPENDIX III: INTERVIEW GUIDE (FARMING HISTORY)
This interview guideline provides the framework for a dialogue between interviewee and interviewer in
order to understand the agricultural development in the region over the past 50 years. The starting question
will be to describe a typical farm from the region, 50 years ago. Starting from this, the conversation will be
guided over different topics in a fluent way, enabling the interviewee to express his/her point of view by
providing time for observation and reflection. The list of questions below will serve the interviewer to tick
off the addressed topics, rather than to ask one question after the other.
Farm scale
What was a typical farm like, 50 years ago?
• Farm-activities, scale, surface, type and number of animals, mixed farm or not, degree in
autonomy, crop rotation, diversity, etc.
• Collaboration with fellow farmers and others?
• Where and to/from whom were the products sold/bought?
• How was knowledge exchanged and where did innovation emerge from?
• What was waste handled?
Farming in the area
• Which type of farming systems were present in the region, 50 years ago?
• How did these farms evolve over the years, which were the big farming trends and by whom were
they led? How did the farms become the farms they are today?
• Which big events (manifestations) shaped farming practices over the past years?
• Which were the main cultivated crops in the area and what was their destination?
• How did the agricultural industrialisation evolve in the area?
• Which emerging new machines had a big impact on farming practices (pos. or neg.)?
• Which degree in autonomy did the region have in terms of food and agricultural products?
Economic
• Which were/are the big processing companies in the area?
• Which big companies established in the region and how did they influence farming practices?
• How stable or fluctuating has been the production over the years?
• How did the balance between family labour and external labour evolve on the farms?
• How did in- and output prices and wages evolve?
Political and institutional
• How far-reaching was the power of farmers unions, which ones were dominant in the region and
what did they stand for?
• How did the influence of Boerenbond evolve in the region?
• How did national or European policy influence farming in the region?
• Which knowledge and advisory centres were present in the area and by whom were they led?
Social
• How did the farmers’ identity and emancipation evolve over the years?
• Who were the influential farmers, the dominant farmers or innovative ones in the area?
• Which tensions were present between farmers, between farmers and companies, farmers and
unions, companies and unions, etc.?
• How was the relation between farmers and city dwellers?
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APPENDIX IV: OUTCOMES TIMELINE EXCERCICE (FARMING HISTORY)

Timeline:
•
•
•
•
•
•

’40 – ’45
’50 – ’60
’57
After ’58
’60 – ’70
’70s

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

’71
’71
’65 – ‘75
’76 – ’80
’81
’80 – ‘90
’89
’92
’94
After 2000
After 2000

•

After 2000

•
•

After 2000
After 2000

traditional agriculture
emergence of mechanisation
EEC agricultural policy – treaty of Rome (x2)
big industrial and agricultural evolution in Belgium
tractor & milking machine
big infrastructure constructions (highway, industry), first European agricultural
subsidies
manifestation against the Mansholt plan, scale enlargement (x3)
VAT
pesticides, production maximisation
landscape alters, regional plans protect agricultural land, suburban areas grow
Farmers market Gaasbeek
increasing European subsidies to compensate for GATT treaty
fall of the Berlin wall, liberalisation, cheap labour
CAP reform: industrial agriculture, capitalism, scale enlargement
GATT & WTO
increasing administrative pressure and electronical revolution
effect of excessive scale expansion, drawbacks from toxins, citizens’ awareness,
turning point thanks to health issues, awareness among the rich
Structure of the farms – family farms remain thanks to their conservative
attitude
Environmental policies, climate policies, erosion, alteration of pesticides etc.
Local food supply chain, local processing, increasing local demand
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APPENDIX V: DESCRIPTION OF THE FARMERS IN THE NETWORK AND
THEIR LOCATION
A list of involved farmers in the network and during the research is given here with a brief description of
their farms and their location on the map. Their real names and their addresses will not be revealed out of
privacy reasons. The map only gives and overview of their location within the region.

Tim
Background: No farming background, but followed a two-year training in organic farming and worked
on many farms. Wanted to take over a farm without successors, but did not succeed and
started his own farm with a colleague. Passionate about traditional wheat landraces and
peasants’ rights.
Occupation: Part time farmer and part time employee at a regional ngo
Farm type:
Organic cereal and vegetable farm, exclusively local marketing
Land:
5 ha arable land
Crops:
Different cereals and numerous vegetables, traditional wheat landraces
Animals:
None

James
Background: His parents bought his first field four years ago after which he started growing organic.
Does not come from farming background, but has worked during summer time on many
farms from the region. Very young and motivated farmer.
Occupation: Student, farming after hours
Farm type:
Partly organic, partly in conversion
Land:
5 ha arable land
Crops:
Wheat, triticale, pumpkins, yacón, potatoes
Animals:
None

Steve & Calvin
Background: Farmer’s son, took over the farm from his parents (Karel – Calvin) who still help on the
farm. Experienced farmer with knowhow on traditional practices and a well-developed
social network.
Occupation: Full-time employed at nearby industrial mill. Farming after hours.
Farm type:
Conventional highly mixed farm, partly self-processing and self-marketing
Land:
10 ha meadow and 28 ha arable land
Crops:
Wheat, barley, oats, maize, potatoes, different vegetables, different fruits,
Animals:
70 Limousin cattle and 60 chickens

John
Background: Farmer’s son, will take over the farm from his parents who are still in charge. He hopes to
be able to further develop organic farming in the region and take part in a wider initiative,
strengthening social bounds among farmers. Has as an objective to make his farm
economically more viable.
Occupation: Worked formerly as an agricultural contractor, works now as a labourer. Helps after hours
on the farm
Farm type:
Organic mixed farm since 2005. Partly self-processing and educational farm activities with
children
Land:
25 ha meadows, 9 ha arable land
Crops:
Maize and triticale
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Animals:

6 Holsteiner dairy cattle

Ben
Background: No farming background, but followed a two-year training in organic farming. Bought land
in 2012 and started farming in 2016.
Occupation: Works part time at the cooperative mill
Farm type:
Organic vegetable farm. Sells partly through box schemes
Land:
1,3 ha arable land
Crops:
Different vegetables, cereals, fruits and herbs
Animals:
None

Paul
Background: Farmer’s son, will take over the farm from his parents who are still in charge. Potentially
interested in converting to organic and would like to become more autonomous from
selling and retailing industry. Has as an objective to make his farm economically more
viable.
Occupation: Full-time technical worker, helps after hours on the farm
Farm type:
Conventional mixed farm
Land:
9 ha meadow and 6 ha arable land
Crops:
Maize, wheat, spelt
Animals:
20 Limousin cattle

Lonnie & Wayne
Background: Formerly working as an economical engineer. Took over his parents-in-law’s farm 20 years
ago. He would like to become less dependent from selling and retailing industry. His sonin-law (Wouter – Wayne) is interested to take over the farm and might want to convert to
organic.
Occupation: Retired, but full time farmer.
Farm type:
Conventional farm, partly in agroforestry
Land:
6 ha meadows and 20 ha arable land
Crops:
Winter wheat, barley, rapeseed, oats, potatoes, maize and occasionally hemp
Animals:
None

Monika
Background:
Occupation:
Farm type:
Land:
Crops:
Animals:

Started farming in 1988, converted to organic in 1989 as one of the first in the region
Full-time farmers
Organic vegetable farm
30 ha arable land
Pumpkins, broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage and triticale
None

Ron
Background: Started as a conventional farmer-baker in 2004, converted to organic farming in 2012 and
stopped baking in 2016. Specialised in organic cereal farming and looking to develop a
bigger network of organic farmers in the region.
Occupation: Full time farmer
Farm type:
Organic cereal and vegetable farm
Land:
68 ha arable land
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Crops:
Animals:

Beans, spelt, peas, winter wheat, potatoes, oats, rye and chicories
None

MAP OF PAJOTTENLAND, SHOWING THE STAKEHO LDERS

Legend & Names
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

The indicated area is the region of Pajottenland
in the province of Vlaams Brabant – Belgium

Tim
James
Steve & Calvin
John
Ben
Paul
Lonnie & Wayne
Monika
Ron
Brewery
Justin: Cooperative mill
Kate: bakery
Marjorie
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APPENDIX VI: TECHNICAL SHEET SPRING WHEAT GROWING 2018 (FFS)
Variety selection
Epos and Feeling: compromise between, disease resistance and baking quality
Lavett, Sensas, Specifiek, Septima: high baking quality
Lennox: mix between winter and spring wheat, long cycle
Quintus, Tybalt: typical spring wheat varieties
Preparing the soil
Cover crop during winter: mowing and ploughing it under
Soil test, nitrogen availability, fertilising eventually
Sowing
Start of February till mid of March, depending on the weather conditions, preferably as soon as possible
400 seeds/m2 , 170 kg/ha, sowing dense in order to compensate losses by tine harrowing
3-4cm depth in loose soil
Eventually sowing traditional wheat landraces on a small plot in the middle of the field as a trial for the
brewery
Giving clear instructions to the agricultural contractor
(van den Bossche – 0495307104)
Weeding
Variety that covers well the soil
In crop rotation after temporary meadow or root crops
Tine weeder:
Preventive
Depending on the weather conditions
Best during the morning rather than in evening time and under dry weather
Controlling stand and speed
When to tine weed? – mimic greenhouse effect
Under high weed pressure, day after first tine weeding turn, tine weeding again but sideways or in
opposite direction
Remaining mechanical weeding options:
Rotary hoe, complementary to tine weeder
Cultivator, requires to sow on rows of 20 cm distance and cultivating needs to be done precisely
Harvest
Regulating combine harvester not to harvest weed seeds together with the grains, give clear instructions
to the agricultural contractor
Destination
Jan Andries bakery
Milling in Heetveldemill or Flietermill (organic)
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APPENDIX VII: GUIDING QUESTION FFS CONCLUDING INTERVIEW
-

What motivated you to participate?
How satisfied are you of having participated?
What did the collective approach add to the experience?
What did you learn from others and what did they learn from you?
What would you do differently if we had to redo it next year?
Would you recommend other farmers to join the network?
How could we organise the FFS differently to involve more farmers?
Would you participate again and why?
How important was it to know that the wheat would serve local processors, bakery or brewery –
did it change something to the experience?
Did you look for additional learning related to organic agriculture, YouTube, ask befriended
farmers …?
How did you decide whether to tine harrow a second time or not?
Did the FFS change your opinion on organic farming and how?
Are there things you will do differently in your conventional cereal fields thanks to the organic
experience, which ones?
Why did you choose payment per tonne and not per ha?
Did the price you got for the wheat cover the labour, time and investment you put into it? How is
this in comparison to the conventional fields?
What will you remember from the experience?
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APPENDIX VIII: INVITATION FOR THE NETWORK MEETING 06/07/’18

Meeting Cereal Network Pajottenland 6 th of July 2018
Programme
16h
Technical visit to the fields of James and Steve
17h30 Vision of the brewers and other cereal processors for closer collaboration with farmers: searched
for quantity, quality, price, commitment, etc.
18h30 Farmers’ reflection on the next steps within the network, who will participate and which obstacles
still have to be overcome
19h30 Conclude with some food and drinks, offered by the brewery

Field Visit: Performed operations Epos Spring Wheat growing 2018
James
24/09: Sowing green cover, 28 kg Mixagro (Fodder radish - Raphanus sativus, California bluebell Phacelia campanularia, Rye - Secale cereale, Vetch – Vivia, White Mustard – Sinapis alba)
18/02: Mowing green cover
24/03: 25 T cow manure, ploughing first part, but too wet conditions
08/04: Ploughing in the morning, sowing in the afternoon: Epos (175 kg). Appropriate weather conditions
28/04: 1st tine weeding turn, once through the field on lowest position
10/05: 2nd tine weeding turn, once through the field on middle position
Steve
26/09: 20 T cow manure
27/09: Sowing green cover, 28 kg Mixagro (Fodder radish - Raphanus sativus, California bluebell Phacelia campanularia, Rye - Secale cereale, Vetch – Vivia, White Mustard – Sinapis alba)
22/03: 14 T cow slurry
24/03: ploughing (drying weather)
25/03: sowing wheat: Epos 175 kg (rain during next days)
22/04: 1st tine weeding turn (started raining directly after), once through the field on lowest position
10/05: 2nd tine weeding turn, once through the field on middle position

Pajottenland – the cereal supply yard for Brussels and environs:
Organic agriculture + local processing = a sustainable economic model
The need for this initiative
From the beginning of the 20th century, the industrialization of European agriculture accelerated. It gained
in force by two world wars and an equal number of agricultural crises. The first pesticides and fertilizers
were already developed and marketed during the interwar period and after the Second World War these
products took a big flight in Europe, together with the replacement of labour by machines and capital. Scale
enlargement, globalization, outflow of labour to industry and the services sector, overproduction and the
ensuing price pressure created an unrelenting pressure on the family and mixed farm. The paradox is that
Belgium produces the highest yi elds per hectare and per labour unit in the world, but it fails equally in
offering farmers a decent income as less fortunate countries.
The first price crisis for cereals is already happens in the nineteenth century. Gigantic agricultural areas in
the New World could produce cheap grain that undermined local cereal production. More than a century
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later, this evolution has ensured, among other things, that the whole cereal chain became frail, globalized
and anonymous. The logical link between the farmer, processor (miller & baker, malt & brewer) and
consumer was lost. Baking and brewing cereals are imported in large quantities from anonymous foreign
countries and even larger quantities of local cereals are declassified into animal feed grain, partly because
industrial baking processes does not allow natural variation.
(Local) cereals should however stand as the emblem of our food culture: bread and beer. How discouraging
is it for farmers to see this emblem has been taken out of their hands?

Objective and long term goal of the cereal network
This charter aims to unite a group of like-minded people around a shared vision:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Come back to local partnerships between farmers and processors;
An absolute choice for organic farming out of respect for people and nature;
Coming back to, for the Pajottenland, original grain varieties, in particular wheat and barley;
Ensuring a fair price for the farmer and with a higher esteem for the farmer’s craftsmanship.

The ultimate goal is to combine supply and demand in a cooperative or similar partnership and to jointly
carry the annual surpluses / shortages / other risks.
Eventually, a tourist component can be linked to the network. Two target groups in particular are interested
in experiencing the origin of their food:
-

The many (international) beer lovers who visit Brussels and the region of Pajottenland in search of
traditional (Lambic) beers
The critical consumer / citizen from Pajottenland who values a healthy agricultural model, a short
food supply chain and who wants to see where his/her bread, beer, ... comes from. Pajottenland,
the traditional hinterland of Brussels, can play a pioneering role here.

All this is supported by the rich tradition of food stores, restaurants, bars, brewers and bakers in and around
Brussels.

Who supports the network
-

-

-

-

-

Contactdetails

Farmers
Mills
o Flietermill
o Heetveldemill
Bakers
o Jan Andries
o Hopla Geiss
o Broodnodig
Malting plans
Breweries
o Brewery 3 Fonteinen
o Brewery De la Senne
o Brewery Cantillon
o Brewery Belgoo
Researchers
o Marjolein Visser
o Lucas Van den Abeele
Restaurants

Lucas Van den Abeele

Network’s Coordinator:
Lucas Van den Abeele:
0497047142 lucasvandenabeele@gmail.com
Processors:
3 Fonteinen: Molenstraat 47,
1651 Lot - info@3fonteinen.be
Flietermill: Flieterkouter 43a,
1570 Tollembeek - 054 24 80 83
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APPENDIX IX: MAX-MIN TOOL NETWORK MEETING

Maximizing/ Minimizing
the value of a learning experience
A specific kind of discovery list . The facilit at or first asks "How, in your experience, do you
maximize t he value of a learning experience? For example, maybe a friend offers t o show you
how t o use a new comput er program, or you go t o an evening class t o learn a new skill. How have
you found t hat in your life you're able t o maximize t he value of a learning experience?"
Not e t hat you are not asking t hem how t he t eacher can be more effect i ve, or how t he
environment can be more support ive. The t eacher may be t errible and t he environment worse.
The point of t his exercise is empowerment . How can you maximize t he value of a learning
experience? Be very clear about t his in your own mind, and when a part icipant offers an idea
which is not about what t hey have t he power t o do, explain again t he int ent ion of your quest ion:
what do you do t o maximize . . . .
List t he ideas, and int eract , ask for an example or t wo, ask for hands on how many ot her s have
found t hat a way of maximizing t he value, ask for surprising ideas t hat might not already be
Convent ional Wisdom in t he group.
When t hey are wit h you (no need t o make t his an exhaust ive list ), swit ch t o "How, in your
experience, do you minimize t he value of . . . ?" Smile, assure t hem t his is honest y t ime, give
permission for t hem t o do self -disclosure. Int eract a lot wit h t hem aft er t he first one or t wo (not
at t he out set ). Ask t hem for examples at first , t hen ask t hem how t hat way of minimizi ng might
show up in t his workshop. "Ah, you get sleepy aft er lunch and zone out ? How many ot hers
somet imes do t hat (hands)?"
"What have you found works when you zone out , t o bring yourself back t o t he present ?" Get
some opt ions from part icipant s -- no need t o writ e t hose up. Anot her way t o ask t his quest ion is:
"If t his shows up in t his t raining, how will we know?"
You have opt ions aft er t his list is up, like forming buddies t o t alk about how t o handle t hese
discoveries ("What support do you need?) or small groups t o t ake different ones of t he
Minimizing list and do problem -solving.

Note: While this write-up is applied to your learning, it could easily be applied to how do you
maximize or minimize your staff meetings, your demonstrations, your f undraising dinners, your
board meetings, your lobbying visits with legislators.

Training for Change • www.TrainingforChange.org
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APPENDIX X: FACILITATION SHEET NETWORK MEETING
FACILITATION FARMERS4 REFLECTION NETWORK MEETING
DATE: 6/7/2018
THEME:

LOCATION: Lot

REMAINING INFO:

collective discussion with farmers in order to shape a cereal network in Pajottenland

between farmers, millers, bakers and brewers that aims at strengthening the farmers’ situation
➢ farmers understand what the network offers and feel involved
➢ identify bottlenecks/barriers/obstacles/doubts and chances or opportunities the network
could offer
➢ discuss the next steps within the network, who joins in
DURATION: 60 min
beforehand: presentation brewery and cereal processors about quality, quantity, price, logistics...
Time What

Objective

18:30 MAX MIN network
19:30 → (Intro (explaining the objectives of the exercise)
(E)
5’
‘I shared this with you as a plan to start thinking about
what role this network can play, what opportunities
and benefits this can offer for each of you, but also to
be realistic - what can stand in the way and how we
might be able to deal with this; because the ultimate
objective remains to strengthen your position as a
farmer’

Materials
Flipcharts,
tape, markers

“Think back to the presentations you just heard, what
you have seen on the field, the ideas or questions that
came to mind this afternoon”
5’

→ Exchange with your neighbour what opportunities,
benefits or support this network could offer you or
your farm?
Summarise the one or two main elements in a few
words that you will share in the whole group after five
minutes. Invitation to keep in mind that both of you
are speaking

10’

→ Harvesting ideas: each duos speaks (starting with – container building
the most important element). Second round, – each one gets the
something not named? Indicate if it is already named. chance to share ideas
Closing check if something else has emerged.
- mapping the factors
→ Now exchange with other neighbor what possible that would prevent the
obstacles, doubts or bottlenecks that could impede you network to be
'successful'
from participating in this network?

5’

Lucas Van den Abeele

- mapping how the
network can provide
positive support for
farmers (benefits)
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10’

→ Harvesting ideas: each duos speaks (starting with – container building
the most important element). Second round, – each one gets the
something not named? Indicate if it is already named. chance to share ideas
Closing check if something else has emerged.

R
5’

→ Anything to add to the list?

- make sure to bring
underlying elements or
factors to the surface

G
5’

→ Think for yourself now if you had to should choose
one element from each column what would it be,
which is your priority? Take a few minutes of
reflection time here - and mark the element with a
marker.

- giving significance to Markers
/ weighting the listed
factors
- physical movement to
keep the brain fit

A
10’

→ In trios: choose one or more obstacles, and think - bring up knowledge
from your own experience what a possible solution and experiences from
the group
might be;

Cards/ postits

practical example: "example obstacle + solution"
→ plenary feedback (if not enough time to write)
(5’)

Conclusion: (if enough time first exchange with - get a quick idea of
neighbor)
what they got out of it
Short circle where each one expresses if he feels like:
- what do you take with you from this evening?
- how do you see your place in this network?
(participate in, help to shape, interested in, want to be
informed about ... the network)

On flipchart?

Written by An Maeyens (facilitator) for brewery 3 Fonteinen
Original language: Dutch
Translated to English by Lucas Van den Abeele
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APPENDIX XI: MIND MAPS TO PROCESS INFORMATION
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APPENDIX XII: HARVESTING TRADITIONAL WHEAT LANDRACES ON
TIM’S FIELDS
Multiplying and growing traditional wheat landraces is an important aspect within the emerging
cereal network, especially because the brewery is looking for specific landraces to use. Farmer Tim had
already begun multiplication from his personal interest and was happy to continue doing so for the brewery.
However, multiplying requires different techniques and specific knowhow. That is why we decided not to
integrate this yet in the FFS, not making it too complex for the early participating farmers. Nevertheless,
farmer Tim was assisted during harvest of the multiplication plots as it is an intensive and time-consuming
task. On the one hand, first year multiplication plots (about 2 m2/variety) were harvested manually and tied
together, waiting to be threshed. On the other hand, second year multiplication plots (0,25 ha/variety) were
harvested separately by the means of a regular combine harvester and big bags in order to separate each
variety.
During harvest, Tim expressed his anxiety of being judged by agricultural contractors and
neighbouring conventional farmers for being too alternative and not enough of a real farmer. Last year Tim
almost lost his entire harvest because of the many weeds in his field. This was due to two reasons: the
humid conditions during harvest, and not daring to ask the contractor to adjust the combine harvester in
order to collect only the wheat grains. As a result, the batch of wheat was stuffed with humid weed seeds
which could make the wheat moist within one day. Together with miller Justin he cleaned and dried the
whole batch manually. This time again, he feared the contractor would not have the time, nor the willingness
to harvest the four different wheat varieties separately on one field. However, after explaining the utility of
the different traditional wheat landraces and what they would serve for, the contractor was happy to spend
more time harvesting them separately. Even Calvin, who had been asked to bring back with his tractor the
wagon filled with cereals to the farm, was glad to assist this particular wheat harvest. Both Calvin and the
contractor did not in the least judge Tim because of his craziness. On the contrary, they were happy to assist
him. What comforted Tim even more were the two photographers who documented the harvest on request
by the brewery, whom the four harvested varieties were destined for. All of a sudden Tim felt people were
showing interest for the hard work he had been doing over years, multiplying traditional wheat landraces.
Harvesting on Tim’s fields illustrated the psychological and cognitive lock-ins Tim is confronted with and
how he managed to overcome them.

WHE AT LANDRACES HARVEST FIRST YE AR
MULTIPLICATION PLOTS

WHE AT LANDRACES HARVEST SECOND YE AR
MULTIPLICATION PLOTS

IMAGES BY FREDERIC V ANWALLEGHEM

IMAGES BY FREDERIC V ANWALLEGHEM
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APPENDIX XIII: INTERLINKED LOCK-INS
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